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ÀBS TRACT

It has been suggested that when an even! occurs, there is
a tendency to see the event as having been predictable. Such

a misperception may produce an exaggerated belief in a

capacity !o predict future events. The ,'knew-it-atl-along"

or hindsight bias has been investigated in the Laboratory

through a paradigm conceived to be functionally eguivalent
to the occurrence of the phenomenon in the real world.
Stimulus material such as general knowledge statements are
presented and subjects are asked to indicate their
confidence in the validity of each. Subjects are then t.old
whether each statement. is true or not and are again asked to
indicate ho¡v confident they are of the validity of each

statement, ignoring the outcome feedback. Deviations from

the original. ratings given in the direction of the outcome

feedback is seen as evidence of a hindsight bias.

À cognitive explanation for the bias argues that the
outcome feedback alters the store of avaj.Iable knowledge,

such that individuals are unabLe to assess or to ignore the

influence of the outcome feedback. A motivational
explanation proposes that dispositional factors (i.e. a need

for positive self-presentation) mediate the bias. A demand



characteristic explanation implies that, for subjects in
hindsight bias experiments, outcome feedback is one

conpelling cue to aller previous ratings. It is the latter
explanation for the bias that the current study most

directly addresses by manipulation of the cues Èhat produce

biased responding.

Subjects were asked to rate a number of general knowledge

statements. This task r¡as followed by a series of

experimental manipulations of conditions employed in a

previous hindsight bias study (Fischhoff, 1977 ). Fischhoff
had claimed to have allegedly refuted the demand

characteristic position by providing subjects with an

explanation of the bias and forewarning to avoid the bias

and finding no dimi.nished bias for these instruct.ions. In

addition to variations in the completeness of Fischhoff's
instructions, one form of lhe instructions attempted to
induce an expectation of a reversed hindsight bias. After
again rating a number of statements, additionaL i.nstructions

were given to subjects requesting that they intentionally
rate subsequent sets of statements in either a biased or a

non-biased manner. Motivational factors, assessed between

the administration of the first and second sets of general

knowledge statements, r¡ere correlated vrith subjects ratings
of the statements. Responses on a post-experimental

questionnaire vrere evaluated to assess the extent to which

biased responding was conscious.

v1



Providing subjects with various forms of explanations and

forewarnings of the bias had no effect. The bias was

a).tered, though, by demands for intentional biased or

non-bÍased ratings, an effect that interacted with the

explanation given for the bias. Specificalty, subjects

could produce or not. produce the bias on demand, with the

direction of the bias consistent lrith the form of the

explanalion that had been given. Both samples that had

received or had not received an explanation for the bias

recognized the role of the outcome feedback in influencing
their ratings. For the Iatter, biased responding was

related to awareness as to the purpose for having been

provided with outcome feedback. Some lirnited support for
the involvement of motivational factors was also found. ALI

of these results were discussed in terms of explanations for
the bias and consequences for research within the

exper iment.al paradi gm.

- vll -
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I NTRODUCTI ON

How individuals select one outcome from a number of

alternatives has been of considerable interest to
psychologists. The one consistent finding from this diverse
Iiterature is that the decision making process is far from

perfect and is susceptible to systematic misinterpretations.
One such systematic error in relation to the appraisal of
the decision making capacity has been termed the hindsight
bias. An individual is presented with a problem and a

solution is selected. In time, the correctness of the

solution selected becomes apparent. If, with this
knowJ.edge, the individual reports an exaggerated confidence

in an a priori recognition of the correctness of the

solution selected, then the individual is said to have

demonstrated a "knew-it-a11-along" or hindsight bias.

WhiIe anecdotal reports suggest that a hindsight bias may

commonly operate I study of the phenomenon and the antecedent

variables affecting it requires a laboratory paradigm that
recreates the bias under controlled conditions. The

paradigm developed and assumed to neet these objectives is
initiated by providing respondents with a number of problems

Èo consider. One or more possible solutions are offered for
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each problem, and the subject is to indicate which of the

solutions is correct and Èhe degree of their confidence in
this judgement. For instance, one rnight be asked !o
indicate the extent of confidence in a general knowledge

statement as being factually correct. Àfter a period of
time has elapsed, the validity of the statement is revealed.

Subjects are implored to ignore this outcome feedback while
rerating the statenent for correctness. Those subjects who

tend to give higher ratings for correct solutions and lower

ratings for incorrect solutions are said to have been

influenced by the feedback provided during the second

examination of the items and to have shown a hindsight bias.
In addition to general knowledge statements (Campbelt &

Tesser, 1983; Fischhoff, 1977; Wood, 1978), historical
êvents (r'ischhoff & Beyth, 1975), pregnancy testing
(Pennington, Rutter, McKenna & MorIey, 1980), word pairs
(CanpbelI & Tesser, 1982') and medical diagnoses (Àrkes,

SarvilLef wortmann & Harkness, 1981) have also been employed

to shor,¡ a hindsight bias.

Àn alternative means of dernonstrating the bias, without

forcing subjects to rerate the same set of items twice, is
to have subjects rate the items for the first t,ime after
having received outcome feedback. For instance, the first
presentation of a statement to a particular respondent, as

described above, could be with the outcome feedback
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provided. The rating given by this sophisticated subjeet for
the statement will then be cornpared v¡ith the mean rating
given for the statenent by respondents who râted the

statement. without the benefit of outcome feedback.

Presentation of a set of st.atements only one time to a

respondent, with outcome feedback, is termed the

hypothetical condiLion. Presentation of a set of statements

twice to a respondent, the second time with outcome

feedback, is termed the nemory condition. While a more

substantial bias has been found within the hypothetical
condition (Campbe11 & Tesser, 1983), this difference is only

a matter of degree.

Attempts to demonstrate the hindsight bias, also in the

Iaboratory, t¡ith historical events and with problem solving
tasks have produced results similar to those found with
general knowledge statements. F ischhoff and Beyth (1975)

presented subjects with a nunber of possible outcomes to
then President Nixon's visits to China and Russia. The

amount of time betneen the ratings of the possible outcomes

of the visits, and descriptions of the visits, were varied.
Subjects were also questioned during the second set of
ratings as to whether or not they believed that the outcones

specified had indeed occured. Subjects asked to reproduce

the same probabilities that they had previousi.y given

composed the memory condition. Subjects absent for the
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first testing were asked to reconstruct the ratings that
they would have given prior to the event if they had been

queried at that time, thereby creating a cont.rol sample.

Both groups of subjects produced results consistent with the

hindsight bias phenomenon, al-though somewhat less so for
events that had noL occurred.

Fischhoff (1975) reported three experiments in shich an

historical event was described and possible outcomes were

presented. ¡Àfter' subjects were told that one of the

outcomes Ìras true. 'Before' subjects Here not provided with
such information. It !¡as found that 'After, subjects rated

the outcomes which they had been told r¡ere correct as more

1ikely to have occurred, compared to ratings given by

'Before' subjects for the same events. In a second

experirnent, subjects were instructed to ans\rer as if they

had not been provided with the correct outcomes. Similar
results to the first experiment were produced, Ieading

Fischhoff to conclude Èhat "subjects are either unaware of
outcome knowledge having an effect on their perceptions or,
if aware, they are unable to ignore or rescind that ef f ect',
(p.295). In a third experiment., subjects were asked to
respond as a peer might. Results were similar to those found

in the first and second experiments. It was concluded that
subjects eere unaware of the effect of outcome knowledge on

judgements because varying the instructions given did not
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alter performance. This conclusions was made although no

direct assessment of the extent to which subjects lrere aware

or were conscious of the effecls of outcome knowledge was

made.

Goranson (1985) explored the hindsight bias phenonenon

¡vith a variety of problem solving tasks. Subjects were

provided with the solutions to problerns and then attenpted
to estirnate how difficult it would have been to solve the
problens if the solutions had not been given. Ratings were

on the basis of estinates of the amount of time Lhat would

have been required or the nurnber. of errors that would have

been made. These values were compared with the actual
performance of subjects !,¡ho atÈempted the problerns without
receiving the correct solutions. In a number of the tasks,
informed subjects actually attempted the problems and their
performance was compared with the performance of naive

subjects. Not. surprisingly, ratings of difficulty were

lower, and actual performance was better, for subject.s

provided with the correct solutions. Goranson argues that
the finding that informed subjects judged the difficutty of

the probLens as Less, or compì.eted the problems more rapidly
than naive subjects, ext.ends the generalizeability of the

hindsight bias effect. How long an informed subject should

have waited until a period of time had passed that would be

equivalent to having solved the problems without outcome



knowledge is, from the perspective of the subject,
un knowable .

Hindsiqht Bias in Non-Laboratory Contexts

Concerns over external validity have lead to attempts to
demonstrate the bias in areas of human judgement distinct
from the laboratory. Pennington, et aL., (1980) queried

women who suspected that they might be pregnant. Half of the

Homen gave a rating on how likety it was that they were

pregnant five days prior to, and t.hen immediately after
having received the resutts from a pregnancy test. A second

group of women gave their first ratings immediately after
finding out the outcome of t.heir pregnancy test. These women

were also asked to reconstruct. how Iike).y they had thought

that they were indeed pregnant five days prior to the
pregnancy test. The hindsight bias was found only with the

second group of v¡omen. Pennington et aI., concluded that
the experiment had provided only partial support for the

hindsight bias phenomenon. In addition, women who had

received a positive test result, not surprisingly, gave

higher estimates than Ìromen whose test result proved

negative. These women had had their suspicions confirmed,

and were therefore a subsample who were "biased to seeing

this outcome as rnore 1-ike1y in hindsight" (pennington et
a)-. , f 980, p. 323 ) .
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Arkes, et aI. (1981) presented physicians r¡ith a number

of symptoms and then asked them to express their confidence

in each of four possible diagnoses as being correct.
Hindsight subjects were told that the patient had previously

been diagnosed as having one of the four illnesses
presented. Foresight subjects received no information on

previous díagnoses of the patient. OnIy one of the four
diagnoses resulted in a hindsight bias, although slightly
more than half of the hindsight subjects gave higher
probability estimates to the disorder for which they had

been led to believe the patient had been previously

diagnosed.

Pennington (1981) examined the hindsight bias in reLation

to a firemen strike. Time of assessment and whether subjects
lrere restricted to possible future ouLcones or could
generate their own outc_omes to the strike were also varied.
Only two of the five specified outcomes produced a hindsight
bias effect. When subjects were asked to generate their own

outcomes, Iittle evidence for the bias was found. It r¡as

suggested t.hat the recall of the foresight state was

enhanced through this procedure.

whereas there is some evidence for the hindsight bias
outside the laboratory, these demonstrations have not

produced as consistent an effect or as robust a phenomenon

as found in the laboratory with general knowledge statements



and historical events. This is of concern since the
paradigm was developed to be analogous to the bias as

observed outside the laboratory.

Characteristics of t,he Stimulus Material

The nature of the items to bè rated has been predicted to
influence the appearance and the size of the hindsight bias.
Fischhoff and Beyth (1975) found outcome feedback that
labelled a statement as true produced a more powerful bias
than outcome feedback tha! labelled a statement as false.
Fischhoff (1977) found that implausible statements tabelled
as true and plausible statements labelLed as false !¡ere most

likely to produce a strong bias. In contrast, the second

study of Wood (1978) compared statements from his first
study that v¡ere most st.rongly correÌated ¡{ith the bias with
those statements that were correlated 1'ith the bias the
least. Regardless of which set of statements were responded

to, the hindsight bias was strongly replicated. This was

int.erpreted as suggesting that, while the size of the effect
may vary according to whether the outcome feedback labels
the statements as being true or false, other charact.eristics
of the statenents do not significantly influence the size of
the ef f ect.

On the assumption that highly meaningfuJ. word pairs are

capable of generating numerous associations, CampbeII and
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Tesser (1982) compared Hord pairs of high and low

meaningfulness. Subjects were twice presented r¡ith a list
of word pairs. For the second present.ation of the word

pairs, the first word of a pair was presented with eit.her

íts match from the list or a different word of the same

level of rneaningfulness, and with or without feedback as to
the status of the second word. It was found that there was

a strong relationship between occurrence of a hindsight bias

and whether a word pair was highly rneaningf ul. Àlthough

confounded with item meaningfulness, an index of item ease

was also calculated. This was defined as a deviation in the

direction of the correct answer on the first set of ratings
from the center portion of the response scale, the portion
which indicates no knowledge of the correctness of the item.

The item ease index and the magnitude of the bias were

strongly negatively correlated, suggesting that to the

extent that "persons are certain of the correct response to
an item without the benefit of feedback, it is clearly more

difficult to dernonstrate the bias" (p.19). Wood (1978)

stated that "individuals who know very IittIe Ispecifically
to the iteml prior to feedback have a better chance of

demonst.rating the effect, since ignorance is a precondition

for obtaining the effect" (p.352). Whereas the evidence

suggests that the hindsight bias effect may not be item

specific, it may indeed be influenced by both the content of

t.he feedback provided and the difficulty of the items

empl oyed .
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Procedures to Reduce the Bias

A nunber of atternpts have been made to syslematically
reduce or eliminate the hindsight bias. Cognitive theorists
argue that only through a restructuring of the avaiLable
information store can the hindsight bias be systematicalJ-y

eradicated. Slovic and Fischhof.f. (1977) significantly
reduced the bias by presenting subjects with the results of
scientific experiments and then asking subjects to consider

"'Had the study worked out the other way, how would you

explain it?' " (p.548 ) . Pennington ( 198f ) found that
providing less detailed and less informative outcomes

reduced the bias. SimilarIy, whether the consequences of an

outcome were perceived as being positive or negative

influenced the occurrence of the bias in relation to ratings
of nursing behavior (¡¡itcheIl & Kal-b, 1981). one strategy
employed has been to distance the subjects f ro¡n the events

being rated. For instance, Fischhoff and Beyth (1925) found

that for events perceived not to have occurred, the bias
could be reduced through increasing the time period between

the first and the second ratings of the outcomes.

In a number of instances in which it was predicted the

bias would be reduced or eliminated through some

nanipulation, such was not found. Wood (1978) delayed

re-rating of general knowJ.edge statements previously given

untiL after presentation of aÌI of the outcome feedback.
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The results from such a procedure did not differ from those

found when the feedback was presented at the time of

re-rating. Fischhoff (1982) cites a number of studies which

indicated that expertise in the content area of the items to
be rated does not reduce the bias. For instance, Wood (1978)

did not find that subjects with the greatest abitity in

relation to identifying general knowledge statements

produced any less bias than those individuals with lesser

ability.

In the first of tlro experinents, Hasher, Àtti9 and Àb1a

(1979) had subjects examine statements divided into two

lists of ten. One list was labelled as containing true
items, the other false items. After one group of subjects

had studied the tno lists, Èhe experímenter then apologized

and indicated that those statements labelled as false were

actualÌy true, and that those labelled as true were actually
false. Ànother group received only the feedback without the

disconfirmation manipulation. À third group received no

feedback. À11 of the subject.s were then asked to rerate the

statements exactly as they had done prior to receiving

outcome feedback. The disconfirmation procedure \,ras not

found to diminish the influence of the hindsight bias.
Statenents were rated in a biased manner according to the

outcome feedback received, whether that feedback was the

original or the corrected outcome feedback. It sas argued
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that the manipulation had not been sufficient to suspend

belief in the credibility of the feedback, as subjects
considered having first been provided with incorrect
feedback as an honest mistake.

In a second experiment, subjects in a

'Disconfirmed/wrong' condition lrere told that the feedback

sheet.s were incorrect, and t.hat they were to ignore the

feedback and to rerate the statements as before. No

explanation was given for why incorrect feedback had been

given. Subjects in a 'Disconfirmed/ttistake, condition were

offered justification for having been provided with
incorrect feedback, that it r¡as a mist.ake and was not
important for the purposes of the study. Subjects in the
laLter condition produced a somewhat diminished hindsight
bias, replicating the first experiment, but subjects in the
former condition did not denonstrate a híndsight bias.

Fischhoff (1982) views the attempts of Hasher et al.,
(1979) and Slovic and Fischhof.f. (19771 as the only reliable
means of eliminaÈing the hindsight bias, presumably through
a cognitive restructuring of the store of available
information about the item. This perspective demands that
the feedback provided be discredited, either through

reducing confidence in lhe source of the outcome feedback or

through instructions to consider alLernatives to the outcome

feedback presented. According to this view, nere
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exhort.ations to avoid the bias ¡riII not succeed.

Furthermore, such a position may exptain the diminished bias
found by Pennington (1981) and by Mitchell and KaIb (1981).

In both studies, it was the inf orrnation available to
respondents that was varied. Aside from the theoretical
consequences, such a perspective has implications for ho!,

one might ameLiorate defective hindsight judgement in
practical settings. For instance, Janoff-Bulman, Timko and

Carli (1985) suggest that victims of violent crime are often
blaned, in hindsight, for their predicarnent.



EXPLÀNATIONS FOR THE BI ÀS

Several explanations have been offered for the hindsight
bias. Specif icaIJ.y, cognitive, motivat.ional and demand

characteristic explanations have been proposed, and evidence

for each has been gathered.

Coqnitive exolanaLion.

The explanation for the hindsight bias phenomenon which

has gained the most acceptance is the cognitive or the
processing of information explanation. When the subject
receives outcome feedback, this knowledge is assimilated
into the previous store of information concerning the item,

"The retrospective judge attempts to ¡nake sensef or a

coherent whole, out of all that he knows about the even!,'
(Fischhoff, 1975, p,297). The resulting change in
judgernentÉ of confidence are viewed as a product of this
assimiLation. Similarly, f rorn an attributional perspective,
the "apparent inevitability that events seem to accrue when

viewed with hindsight may result...from the explanatory
framework the individual has generated in reflecting upon

that event." (Ross, Lepper, Strack and SteinmeEz, 1977,

p.826).

- t4 -
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Fischhoff and BeyÈh (1975) believe that this assimilation
or learning from experience must be partially conscious. In
contrast, Campbell and Tesser (1982), in summarizing the

literature, suggest that subjects are "targely unaware that
receipt of outcome knowledge has altered their perceptions"
(p.22). wood (1978) contends that the faiLure to find a

difference in the size of t.he effect with instructions to
rate items as one's peers rnight, suggests that assimilation
is auto¡natic and does not involve conscious mediating

factors. WhiIe assimilation is presumed to be automatic,
the manipulations that have been employed to reduce the

effect have demanded thoughtful activity on the part of
respondents. This activity may serve to disrupt the product

of these automatic processes rather than altering the effect
itself (CampbelI & Tesser , 1982).

Àttempts to eradicate a hindsight bias involve
restructuring of the store of avaiLable knowledge. Since

restructuring must occur after the automatic retrieval of
cognitions has commenced, restructuring nust function to
reverse the assimilation process. Campbell and Tesser (1982)

contend that "It is inferentially inappropriate to argue

that because persons reguired to list contradictory reasons

show a reduced effect that selective retrieval of reasons is
implicated in the production of the effect" (p.8). Further,
individuals who are required to list alternative reasons for
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an outcorne are operating under an experimentaL demand to
employ caution, a demand that is not present within
comparison groups (Campbe1l & Tesser, 1982).

After the outcome information has been assimilated into
the previous store of knowledge, the cognitive heuristics
utilized to make subjective probability estimates are then

employed. For instance, if prior information supports the

outcome feedback given, supportive reasons may be more

easily accessed than contradictory reasons, ÀlternativeJ-y,
individuals may make estimates of correctness from an

initial starting value that is adjusted through the

assimilation of outcome feedback to produce the final
solution. This final value may be biased as a function of
both the initial starting value and faults in the adjustment
process. Regardless of which cognitive heuristic is
employed, the cognitive explanation demands that there be

some form of biased retrieval of prior knowledge (Campbell &

Tesser, 1982), this biased retrieval produc ing the

'knew-it-a11-along' ef f ect.

Motivational explanat i on.

Motivational factors have been proposed to mediate the

occurrence of a hindsight bias. One motive that may be

involved is the need for control or predictability. The

desire to predict events in the environnent is tied to the
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human need for control. Believing "that one knew aIl along

which outcome was correct implies competency in one's

interactions with the environment" (CampbeIl & Tesser, 1983,

p.607). À related ¡notive that might be involved is that of
self-presentation. It is suggested that ',to impress others
or to save face" (p.607), it rnight be of benefit to believe
that knowLedge of the correct outcome was possessed without
needing to receive feedbac k.

A number of theoretical arguments have been offered to
refute the involvement of motivational factors !¡ithin the
hindsight bias. Fischhoff (1977) argues that social
desirability cannot be involved in Èhe production of the
hindsight bias since the description of the task he employed

was that of a test of memory, and was therefore not

evaluative. Wood (1978) suggests that explaining the purpose

of the study as a test of general knowledge should reduce

attempts to "consciousJ.y please the experimenter" (p.3a7).

The argument that assessment of one,s memory or one's
general knowledge store is not sufficient to induce

evaluat ion apprehension is dubious.

The failure to find a difference between peer and

self-ratings in the Wood (1978) study is viewed by Fischhoff
(1982) as strong evidence against a self-presentation
explanation for the effect. It is hypothesized that the

self-rating instruc!ions shoul-d have aroused greater
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motivational facLors than ínstructions to rate the items as

one's peers might. Since the respondent knows that it is
his knowledge that is being tested, and not the knowledge of
his peers, one has to question the assumption that peer

ratings are different from self-ratings in reLation to
self-presentation concerns. Moreover, CampbelJ. and Tesser

(1982) contend that both Fischhoff (1975) and Wood (1978)

data suggests a greater effect with self-ratings than with
peer ratings, which would support a self-presentation
explanation for the bias. However, no statistical analyses

were performed on the Fischhoff data, and a significant
difference was obtained only in the second of the two

studies of Wood.

Campbell and Tesser (1982) enployed an importance

manipuJ-ation such that to the "extent subjects believe it is
important to know (or to appear to know) the correct ansreer,

both effectance and esteem maintenance motives should be

aroused" (p.12). Subjects in the high importance condition
were told lhat the experimental t.ask, learning pairs of
words, Has related to a number of desirable traits such as

intelligence, skiIl in social situations, and acadernic

performance. Subjects in the low importance condition were

told that past research indicated that their performance on

the task would not be related to those constructs.
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The importance manipulation was unsuccessful. A

post-experimental questionnaire indicated that subjects
assigned to the high i.mportance condition were not

differentiated from subjects in the low importance condition
on items such as whether the skill being exanined was

related to constructs of some consequence. It was found that
subjects in the high importance condition did put more

effort into the experimental task, and that for highly
meaningful word pairs, subjects in the high importance

condition did demonstrate more of a hindsight bias. À

significant correlation was reported such that subjects who

indicated on the post-experimental questionnaire that thè
task was of greater importance to them were al-so more Iikely
to produce a hindsight bias. Campbell and Tesser suggest

that their manipulations of the motivational factor was

ineffective primarily because of the time period between the
administration of the experinental manipuLation and the
post-experimental guestionnaire. Because of thís difficulty,
the conclusivèness of their findings are Iimited.

In anot.her attempt to support the motivational
perspective, CampbeJ.l & Tesser (1983) examined the

relationship of self-presentation and desire for
predict.ability motives to the hindsight bias. Subjects

rated their confidence in the correctness of one of two sets
of general knowledge stat.ements. Àfter completing
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self-presentation and desire for predictability measures,

subjects rated both sets of items with outcome feedback

provided, thereby producing a hypothetical and a memory

condition. It was found that the motivational variables
were related to the production of the bias. This

relationship was found nore so with memory instructions than

with hypothetical j.nstructions, though it was not a

stat i st icaIIy significant difference.

It must be noted that Canpbell and Tesser (1983) chose to
have their subjects complete the personality measures in the

time period betr,¡een the first and second presentations of
the general knowledge items. Completion of the measures at
such a time might have served to induce motivational
factors. In addition, Campbell and Tesser cautioned that
their research design was correlational, such that the
possibil-ity of a "third, unmeasured, causal factor...
lwhich] caused some subjects to score high on the two

motives and to exhibit a large bias" (p.617) cannot be ruled
out.

The Campbell and Tesser studies reflect the difficutties
in demonstrating a motivational antecedent to the hindsight
bias effect. Except from a strictJ.y cognitive perspective,
it is intuitively difficult to rationalize motivational
factors as not implicated in the production of the bias.
Yet, the laboratory manipulations of motivational factors
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have generally not been effective. Experimental attempts to
induce motivational factors, such as a desire for
predictability and a need for positive self-presentation,
have been transient in form. More correctly, these factors
should be conceived as relatively stable and enduring

traits. Nevertheless, the correlational findings presented

do suggest that the effect may not be strictly cognibive in
origin or in form.

Demand characteristic exÞlanat i on .

À third plausible explanation of the hindsight bias
effect may be the demand characteristics present within the

experimental paradigm employed to demonstrate the bias.
Demand characteristics are the cues in the experiment that
convey a hypothesis to the subjects. Orne (1970) argues that
behavior in any experiment. is a function of both

experimentally rnanipulated variables and demand

characteristics. It is from these latter cues that subjects
form some concept of the purpose of the study. Once

acquired, this concept guides subjects, behavior. Demand

characteristics need not be obvious to be effective, yet

they are capable of producing behaviors which, although

artifactual, may appear to be experimentally derived (Orne,

1970),
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From a phenomenol og i ca 1 perspective, the hindsight bias
paradigm provides both the incentive and the opportunity for
subjects to respond on the basis of de¡nand cues. In
partícular, several events occur wit.hin the paradigm that
demand explanation. Àlthough explicitly instructed to ignore

the outcorne feedback, subjects recognize that this feedback

has been provided for some purpose. In almost any

conceivable situation, it is indeed inappropriate not to use

feedback to improve performance. Since subjects are

required to re-rate the same set or a similar set of
statements t!¡ice, the second time r¡iLh outcome feedback, it
nust be apparent t.hat some change in the second set of
ratings is expected. Undoubtedly, it is the out.come feedback

that indicates to subjects the direction that the change

from the first to the second set of ratings should take.
Furthermore, the difficulty of the statements to be rated

suggests that it is not the knowledge possessed by subjects
that is of interes! to the researcher. This also serves to
highlight the change in the two sets of ratings as the

behavior of interest,

The experimenter intends for the outcome feedback to
unconsciously influence subjects' ratings. Subjects, on the

other hand, nay vrell consciously ernploy the outcome feedback

as a cue as to how to produce the behavior that is perceived

to be desired by the experimenter and acceptable within the
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context of the experirnent. Prior to conceding the intentions
underlying subjects' behavior, one must knovr that the

subjects' perceptions and the experimenter's intentions are

the same (¡dair & Schacter, 1972). It is indeed the case

that individual-s are often required to make assessments of

the accuracy of propositions encountered in the real world,
that feedback on the accuracy of their assessments will
become appãrent, and that this assessment may then be

distorted as a function of this feedback. The difference
betneen the real-worId situation and the experimental

analogy is that the participants in the latter are aware

that they are involved in a psychological experirnent, that
Èhe researcher is interested in the product.ion of a

particular behavior as a function of the manipul,ations in
the sÈudy, and that the most apparent manipulation is that
feedback information is being provided. Subjects need only
then decide if they are j.ndeed going to be 'influenced' by

the manipulation and to produce responses indistinguishable
from those that are the product of a true psychological

effect.

Although a demand characteristic explanation for the bias
has apparently been dismissed by most researchers, this
rejection is based largely on argument or on weak empirical
evidence that can just as readily be interpreted in favor of
a demand characteristic interpretation. Campbell and Tesser
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(1982) argue that the instructions create experimental

demands for accurate recaII or for ignoring outcone

information rather than for deviating f rorn ratings
previously given. Unless subjects' perceptions of these

instructions are examined, the precise experimentaL denands

being induced by these instructions is unknowable.

That subjects deny the influence of the experimental

manipulations is not a defense against the argument that the

instructions are being used to assist them to kno¡r how to
respond. Gilovích (1981), examining biased information
processing, noted that, following debriefing interviews,
"Subjects unanimously denied that the manipul_ations had had

any inf J.uence on their decisions. Subjects tended to
maint.ain that they noticed the various manipulations and

thought that some people might be influenced by them, but

that they thenselves r¡ere not" (p.807). Orne (1962) has

noted that there are powerful demands on subjects not to
reveal that lhe purpose of the experiment has been

'guessed', thereby invalidating experimental participation.

FinaIly, the robustness of the phenornenon across

instructional sets and stinulus malerials is viened as

conflicting with a demand characLeristic interpreÈation
(Wood, 1978). There are other robust phenomena, such as the

cLassical conditioning of attitudes, for examp).ef that are

the product of demand awareness (page, 1973).
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The alleged empirical evidence against a demand

characteristic explanation for the bias is also not

compelling. wood (1978) concluded that t.he occurrence of a

hindsight bias wit.hin the peer condition in his first study,

and in the debiasing condition in the second study of
Fischhoff (1977), ruled out dernand characteristics as a

plausible source of the bias. Wood presumed, without
providing supporting evidence, that respondents instructed
to rale items as others might, are operating under fewer

experimental demands. It is debatable whether lhere are

fewer experimental demands when subjects supposedly immerse

themselves in the role of another. Subjects are v¡el1 aware

that it is their behavior, rather than the behavior of their
peers, that is of interest.

The Fischhof.f. (1977) study lras conceived as a direct test
of the role of demand characteristics in the hindsight bias
paradigm. Subjects were placed in either a hypotheticaL

condition, a hypothetical warning condition, in which

subjects were instructed to devote attention to the task, or

a hypothetical debiasing condition, in which the subjects
were instructed in the nature of the bias and were asked to
consider alternative outcomes. Fischhoff 's debiasing

instructions are reproduced in Àppendix À. Such a procedure

is similar to Èhe process debriefing technique successfully
utilized by Ross, Lepper and Hubbard (1975) to ameliorate
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faulty self and social perceptions. Nevertheless, the

hindsight bias effect vras found for aII three conditions,
for both true and fal-se labelled alternatives.

Hor¡ever, instructions to the hypothetical debiasing

subjects concluded with the disclaimer to "'be careful not

to overcorrect and sel1 yourself short by underestimating
how much you would have known nithout the answer"' (p.335).

This being the final instructions given to subjects might

have pLaced a powerful demand ín the minds of subjects as to
what the experimenter desired their behavior to be. At

best, such instructions only may have served to neutralize
the previous description of the bias and the instructions to
avoid it.

Àt worst, Fischhoff's instructíons night have heightened

demands to utilize the feedback information to alter one,s

confidence ratings. Some support for this view is found in
the observation of a s¡nalL hindsight bias (though, not

significantly) demonstrated by subjects in the hypothetical
debiasing condition. Nonetheless, the finding of a

hindsight bias for all three conditions in Fischhof f. (1977)

does not dismiss denand characteristics as a source of the
ef f ec t.



STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The demand characteristic, cognitive, and motivational
explanations of the hindsight bias are consistent in the

concLusion that outcome information influences the ratings
of confidence. It is the form of the influence that causes

subjects to alter their ratings that is contested. From the

cognitive perspective, subjects may or may not recognize

that the outcome feedback has been provided to influence
their re-rating of statements, but even if they do, the

process operating r,¡ithin the hindsight bias paradigrn is not

a function of this recognition. Rather, the effect within
the experimental paradigm is seen as analogous to the bias

as anecdotally reported, an effect that is the product of
faulty hunan judgenent.

Frorn the motivationaJ. perspective, the experimentally
generated bias is the product of a psychological phenomenon

mediated by personalíty variables. Individuals with a high

need lor social approval., a high need to maintain

sel-f-esteen or a high need to cont.rol self-presentation Ìri11

attempt to produce behavior that would appear to suggest

that the correctness of the statement was known prior to
receiving feedback. These personality variables are not

-27-



related directly to participation in the study, except to
the extent that participation is a social event, inducing

factors present in any social encounter.

The demand characterist.ic perspective argues against the

laboratory paradigm as producing a true hindsight bias.
Instead, an artifact is formed which resembles the hindsight
bias in that it is the result of a cognitive appraisal of
the outcome feedback and mediated by motivational factors to
produce behavior compatible with the subjects'
interpretation of the experiment. Instruclions to consider
alternative outcomes are conceived of as reducing the bias
by reducing the experirnental demands to use outcome

information as the only appropriate means of determining how

one should respond.

It is only when one considers the process that produces

the bias, whether the bias is a product of a psychological
phenomenon or of experimental participation, are the three
perspectives distinguishable. Attempts to understand the

source of the bias from merei.y examining the responses

generated is no! of va1ue. This is because the demand

characteristic, cognitive and motivational explanations of
the bias do not disagree on the product of the bias, that
ratings of confidence increase v¡ith outcome feedback.

Disagreement centers on the antecedents of the effect. What

is needed then is a manipulation of these antecedent
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conditions, and then an examination of the effects of the

manipulations on ratings given in relation to the three
explanations offered for t.he bias. À more appropriate
manipulation rvould eliminate certain problems of the type

found in Fischhoff's (1977) examination of demand

characteristics. À phenomenol og i ca I examination of how

respondents view the experimental situation would determine

the extent to which subjects are aware of the demands in the
paradign and the extent to which production of the bias is
conscious. An assessment of individual difference factors,
as related to a motivational source of the bias, needs also
to be made.

Asch (1952) had similar difficuLties gith a paradigm that
resembles the hindsight bias paradigrn. Influence of majority
opinion, rather than the hindsight bias, was the issue of
interest. The paradigm originated with Moore (1921) who had

presented subjects with pairs of statements relaled to
judgements of grammatical correctness, ethical
infringements, and consonance of musical chords. For

instance, two statements regarding tHo different, improper

behaviors were presented. Subjects rated which behavior was

ethically less appropriate. The same statements were rated
again a few days and a fen months later, the second rating
with information as to how the majority had rated the

statements. It sas found that the judgements of the
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statements were modified from the first set of ratings to
the last set according to the direction of the majority
opinion. Asch (1952) contested that researchers using the
paradigm had "presupposed the process and considered the

sole remaining problem to be that of measuring it', (p.

404). It was suggested that subjects may have perceived the

statements as "trivial" and as "lacking in reality" (p.

405). Subjects nould then appear to be swayed by the

majority opinion, although this behavior wouLd then "not
have much in common with the problem with which the

investigator started" (p. 405). Àsch concluded that one

explanation for the effect might be what was Later termed

the denand characteristics in t.he paradigm.

Once the subject has accepted the task he feels
the need to arrive at a judgement. Not having a

clear basis to go on he leans on the clues the

experimenter has placed in his path. But his
concern may no longer be that of reaching a clear
conclusion but to respond in a way to escape

censure or ridicule. The result may be that his
expressions of judgements do not carry conviction
to himself and no Ionger represent actual
evaluations. (p. 407)

Furthermore, Asch suggests that while researchers took care

"to hide the purpose of the investigation fron their
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subjects", he bemoaned that "researchers...have not inguired
into the phenomenol aspect of the situation" (p. 1O).

The present study addresses the problem of assessing the

source of the bias through manipulating the instructions
provided to respondents. This was done to determine the

extent to which the feedback, in particular, and the

experimental situation, in genera]. I are the sources of the

bias. The primary objec!ive was to denonstrate the

involvement of demand characteristics within the hindsight
bias paradigm. The results from the Fischhoff (1977)

debiasing condition is the most of t.en cited justification
for dismissal of the demand characteristic interpretation of
the effect. This may well be an unwarranted assumption.

The instructions provided by Fischhoff to respondents

were manipulated to provide a fair test of the involvement

of denand characteristics. This served to assess r¡hether the

experimental paradigm is an acceptable means of examining

the bias or whether results obtained are artifacts of

experimental participation. Tlro manipulations of these

instruct.ions took place. The first r¡as to make the debiasing

instructions more precise. The Latter portion of the

Fischhoff instructions, which could convey an alternative
meaning to subjects, were deleted so as to provide a more

explicit explanation for the effect. The 'conpletel
instructions provided by Fischhoff t.o subjects were replaced
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by a 'shortened' version of instructions. The second

rnanipulation was that the descriptors of the bias which

suggest that ratings move in the direction of the outcome

feedback were replaced by descriptors that imply the bias is
the product of ratings that move away from the direction
implied by the outcome feedback. The tknew-it-aII-along'

effect was thus replaced by what might be called the

' I -never-knew-that ' effect. Except for varíations in the

length of the explanation and in a smalL number of

descriptors that relate to the direction ratings take under

the influence of the bias, the instructions to subjects were

comparable to those provided by Fischhof f. (1977).

Àfter the debiasing instructions were given, and a set of
staternents with outcome feedback were rated, an additional
set of statements Ì{ere presented for rating. preceding this
final set of statements were instructions for each statement

to be rated either under or not under the influence of the
bias. In this way, experimental demands for subjects to rate
statements in a biased or a non-biased way r¡ere rnade more

explicit. From the cognitive or motivational perspective of
the bias as a psychological phenomenon, one ¡rou1d not expect

a difference between statements rat.ed under either biased or
non-biased rating instructions.

The second objective Has to phenomenologically determine

the extent to which subjects were conscious of biased
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responding. Post-experirnental guestionnaires have been

employed in the hindsight bias literature but only as

rnanipulation checks. The post-experÍmental guestionnaire

employed in this study functioned to assess the awareness of
the subjects to the influence of the feedback information.
Such data is not only useful in light of the cognitive
perspective that. the bias is unconscious, but assists in
determining the extent to which demand characteristics may

be a plausible explanation for the phenomenon. The

post -expe r inenta I questionnaire responses of two groups of
subjects were examined. The first group were 'no
instruction' subjects, subjects who did receive debiasing

instructions. Since these subjects had not experienced any

debiasing instructions or any other manipulations, a measure

of awareness within a group of subjects who were not

forewarned of the bias nas provided. The second group eere

a subsample of subjects from the factoriai portion of the

study. This subsample was selected to be the same size as

the'no instruction' sample and so to be balanced across t.he

experimental nanipulations. Since subjects from this
subsample had experienced a form of the debiasing

instructions, an assessment of the impact of these

manipulations on experimental awareness was made possible by

cornparing the post-experimental responses of the first and

second groups.
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The third objective was to examine the involvement of
notivational factors. While a motivationaJ. perspective must

necessarily accommodate the invoLvement of cognitive
factors, t.he strict cognitive position denies rnotivational
factors as both a source of, and as an influence on, the
phenomenon. A number of personality rneasures vrere

administered, and the relationships betneen these indicies
and the measures of the hindsight bias were assessed. These

scaLes were the Self-Monitoring ScaIe (Briggs, Cheek, &

BuSs, 1980), the Texas Social Behavior Inventory (Helmreich

& Stapp, 1974), and the Marlowe-Crowne Social, Desirability
Scale (Reynolds, 1982). The three scales were compared with
demonstration of the hindsight bias. The extent to which an

inrlividual is capable of detecting cues to produce

appropriate social behavior (se1f-monitoring), has a high or
a low perception of self-worth (se1f-esteem), or is in need

of social approval (social desirability) ¡night intuitively
appear to be related to a hindsight bias that is
mot i vat ionaIJ.y based.

The following specific hypotheses were posed:

(1) Subjects assigned !o the 'knen-it-a1I-a1ong' condition
should demonstrate the hindsight bias, whereas subjects
in the 'never-knew-that.' condition should demonslrate a

reversed hindsight bias. To the extent that biased

responding is the product of demand characteristics,
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subjects should respond according to the explanaÈion of

the bias that is provided. Thus, a 'reverse' bias, is
predicted for 'never-knew-that' subjects. Subjects in
the 'knew-it-a11-along' condition should demonst.rate a

hindsight bias in the direction of the outcome feedback,

replicating the findings of Fischhotf. (1977).

(1a) ¡ecause it was expected that the two concluding
paragraphs of Fischhoff's debiasing instructions were

contradictory to prior debiasing instructions to avoid

the bias, less of a bias was predicted for subjects in
the 'shortenedr instruction condition than for subjects
who received the 'complete' instructions.

(2) Instructions to rate the Iast set of statements, in a

biased or in a non-biased way, was predicted Lo result.
in ratings consistent with these instructions (i.e.,
biased/not biased) and !¡it.h the description of the bias
given previously
( 'knew-it-aIL-aIong' /, never-knew-that' ) . To the extent
t.hat the bias can be influenced by instructions provided

Lo subjects to rate st,atements in a biased or in a

non-biased way, the greater the support for the position
that the laboratory denonstration of the bias is the
product of an artifact, specifically experimental

demands Èo respond in a biased manner.
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(3) The 'no instruction' subjects, whose responses on the
post-experimental questionnaire indicate awareness as to
the reasons for having been províded with outcome

feedback and for twice rerating the same statements,

eere more likely produce the bias than were subjects who

were not aware of these experimental demands.

(4) From a notivational perspective, it was predicted that
production of the bias r,¡ould be related to scores on the
personality measures. This relationship should have

been more apparent r¡ithin the memory condition than the

hypothetical condit.ion, since it r¡as argued that the
former is more susceptible to the influence of
rnotivational factors.

For both phases of the experiment I and for the

'no-instruction' group, four dependent variables served as

measures of the hindsight bias. For each subject, a rating
of a statement without outcome feedback was subtracted from

the rating of the same statement made with true-Iabelled
outcome feedback. The average of these difference scores was

that subject's true-memory ( tt't ) score. A false-memory (fU)

score was computed in the same way but from false-Iabelled
statements. A t rue-hypothet i ca L (fg) and false-hypothetical
(FH) score were similarly calculated, except that the

subject rated hypothetical statements only one time and !¡ith
outcotne feedback. The average rating given for the
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statement by subjects who had rated t.he statement without
outcome feedback was subtracted from the rating of the

statement made by subjects' with outcome feedback. The

average of these difference scores was the hypothetical
score for that subject. This was either a true-hypothetical
(rH) or fat se-hypothetical (FH) score depending on the form

of the outcome feedback, feedback that indicated whether the
statement was true or false.



METHOD

Subiects

The subjects were 400 undergraduate students enrolled in
introductory psychology classes at t.he University of
Manitoba. Subjects were run in groups of approximately
thirty, with the experiment requiring a time commitment from

each subject of approximateJ.y one hour and a quart.er. Each

subject received two credits toward an experimentaJ.

participation requirement.

Booklets r¡ere randomly assigned to subject,s. This
resulted in 20 subjects being assigned to each cell in the 2

(Set a or B) by 2 (Direction of Bias) by 2 (Length of
Instructions) by 2 (Order) factorial design. An additional
80 subjects were randomly assigned by the same process to a
Ino instruction' condition. This resulted in 20 subjects
being assigned to each cell in the 2 (Set. À or B) by 2

(order ) factor ia1 design.

-38-
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Exoerimental Materials

The experinental materials were presented wÍthin a single
test booklet. The bookle! contained a set of 40 general

knowJ.edge statements, personality test items, and two final

.sets of 40 general knowledge statements each. For the

entire experiment, 120 statements were rat.ed, the resull of
40 of the 80 statements ernployed being rated twice. These

80 statements were selected from those devised by Hasher,

Goldstein and Toppino (1977) and used as the basis for a

number of previous investigations of the hindsight bias
phenomenon (Carnpbetl & Tesser, 1983; Wood, 1978).

Às was the procedure in the Campbetl and Tesser (1983)

studyf the 80 statements were randomly separated into two

sets of 40 statements each. Half of the statements within
each set vrere true, half r¡ere false. Each set of 40

statements was placed in the first half of the experinental
booklets (Àppendix B), such that half of the subjects
received set À, half set B. For each stat.ement, a 9-point
Likert scale, anchored by the labels "certainly fa1se" and

"certa inly true", was provided.

The next section of the experimental booklet. contained

lhe three personality scales. The scale items were presented

one after another, l¡ith the order of presentation for all
booklets being the Marlo!¡e-Crowne Social Ðesirability scaIe,
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the Texas Social Behavior Inventory, and the SeIf-Monitoring
scaIe, respectíveIy. The Marlowe-Crowne scale has been

found to possess acceptable reliability (KR-20 = .92,
Reynolds , 1982 ), as has the Self-Monitoring scale (xR-20 =

.70; Briggs, Check & Buss, 1980). The Texas Social Behavior

Inventory has sp1 it-ha1f reliability at an accept.able levet
(r=.97¡ Helnreich & Stapp, 1974). A five-point Likert scale
ranging from "Not at all characterístic of ne" to "very
charact.eristic of me" !¡as provided for responding to each of
the items. The scales were responded to on an IBM ansÌ¡er

sheet according to the instructions that immediately

preceded the entire set of items.

The debiasing instructions, which served as the major

experiment.al nanipulation, immediately f oJ-lowed the
personality scales. Immediately following the debiasing
instructions Here forty general knowledge statements,

divided into tr,¡o subsets of twenty statenents each.

Preceding each subset were lrief instructions specific to
rating the statements eithin each subset. Of these tÌro
subsets, one was cornposed of list A st.atements, one of tist
B statements. In other words, subjects had previously seen

and rated statements from only one of these subsets, while
statements from the other subset had not been seen nor rated
before.
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Additionai instructions that directed the subjects to
demonstrate their understanding of the bias preceded the

rating of two final subsets. Subjects were told to rate the

statements within the first of these final two subsets as a

subject would who was under the influence of the bias, and

the statements within the second of these two final subsets

as a subject would who was not under the influence of the

bias. Each of these lwo final subsets conLained twenÈy

statements. Ten of the statements within each subset had

been rated previously, ten statements had not. Both subsets

were immediately preceded by brief instructions specific to
rating the statements within each subset.

The post-experimental questionnaire (appendix C) and the

debriefing form (Àppendix D) were located at the end of an

ans!¡er booklet. This answer booklet contained the nine-point
scales that nere used to record responses to the general

knowledge statement,s. A computer scoring sheet Ì,ras al-so

provided for subjects to record their responses to the

personal ity neasures.

Procedure

The procedure for the completion of the tes! booklets was

patterned after that of previous research (Campbel1 &

Tesser, 1983) with only those changes necessitated by the

experimental nanipulations used in this study. An overview
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of the procedure that vras employed for a subject who

received statement set À followed by

'never-knew-lha|' /' shortened' instructions is provided in
Table 1. Comparable procedures were followed by subjects who

initially received statement set B or other forms of the

debiasing in struct i ons.

Upon arrival at the classroom in which the experiment

took place, each subject was given an experimental booklet
and was instructed not to open it until after the

experimenter provided verbal instructions. The following
instructions were read by the experimenter.

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this
experiment. The experiment will take approximately

one hour and a guarter, and is worth 2

experimental credits.

À1I of the instructions you r¡iII need wiII be

found in the experimental booklets I have given

you. It is very important you follow these

instructions exactly. Do not speak with other
participants and do not v¡rite in the booklets. you

¡+i1I record aIl your ans!¡ers in an answer booklet

or on a conputer scoring sheet, both of which are

provided.
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Table 1

Overview of the Experimental Procedure

(40) Set À Rating Set B (40)

rKnew it_
aIl aJ.ong'

[Ho f eedbac k ]

Per sonal i ty
Quest i onna i res

Never knew [oebiasing pha se ]
that'

I
I

I

' Complete' 

-l -' 

shortened'

I

(20) Ser A,* I a.a B* (20)
(20) set ¡*- --ser À* (20)

I

I,Biased' IIntentional-gias phase]

(lo) Jet e*(10) Set B*

'Not Jt""ua,

tlo) Jet e*
(10) Set B*

I

I

Post-exper imen ta I
Questionnaire

oebrTetins

* Outcome feedback provided
Values in brackets are the number of statements.Half of each set of statements are true, half are false.



When I say "begin", please carefuLly read the

instructions on the first two pages of the

booklet. Complete the first 40 st.atements by

marking your responses in the answer booklet.

When you have completed the 40

go on. Leave the booklets open

further instruct ions. You may

the instructions on the first
experimental booklet.

statements, do not

and wait for
now begin read i ng

two pages of the

Written instructions taken from CampbeIl and Tesser

(1983) were also read by the subjects. These instruct.ions
are reproduced on Lhe first. t.wo pages of the experimental

booklet (appendix a).

Once alL of the subjects completed the first set of
statements, the following instructions regarding the

personality measures ¡rere read by the experinenter.

Now turn to t.he next se! of instructions. Those

instructions wilt teÌI you how to respond to the

next 83 items. Read the instructions carefully.
Do not use the answer booklet you just employed to
rate the general knowledge statements. The

computer scoring sheet is to be used with this
section. When you have completed these items,

please wait for further instructions. Do not go
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on or go back to an earlier section of the

experimental booklet. Leave the experimental

bookLet and the ansHer booklet open, your pencil
down, and wait for further instructions.

Subjects were allowed fifteen minutes to complete the
personality measures. Fifteen minutes was found to be

sufficient time for all subjects to cornplele the personality
items. The following set of instructions were then read to
the subjects prior to completion of the remainder of the

experimental booklet.

Nowr please turn to the next set of instructions.
CompLete the remainder of the experimental booklet
using the answer booklet to record your responses.

Please read the instructions you are provided

carefully. Do not ret.urn to an earlier section of

the bookl-et. When the booklets have been

completed, you will find a final short
questíonnaire at. the end of the answer booklet.
PIease complete the questionnaire, and then read

the explanation for the study that follows. you

are welcome to remove the explanation and take it
with you .

Subjects then read one of four forms of the instructions
that nanipulated the experimental demands (Àppendix a).
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That is, Fubjects read either'complete'/'never-knew-that',
' conplete' r/' knew- i t-aII-along',
' shortened'/' never-knew-that ' , or

'shortened'/'knew-it-al-1-along' versions of the debiasing

instructions, or 'no instructions' were provided.

'Completer instructions were patterned after those given

to the debiasing group in t.he Fischhof.f. (1977) study,

modified for use with materials employed in the present

study. 'Shortened' instructions were those same instructions
except that the last t¡,ro paragraphs were not included.

within the 'shortened' and 'complete' instructions, the

'knew-it-aI1-alongr instructions were the modified

descriptors of the hindsight bias provided by Fischhoff
(1977). The'never-knew-that' instructions were constructed

to give a description of the hindsight bias opposite to that
which was given in the 'knew-it-aII-along, condition. Words

in parenthesis in the experimental bookl-et (appendix n)

indicate the variations on the instruct.ions for the

'knew-it-alI-a1ong' and the'complete' conditions.

Two subsets of twenty general knowledge statements each

v¡ere then completed. Statements within both subsets, and for
all subsequent Statement subsets, were accompanied by

feedback that indicated whether the statement was true or

false. HaIf of the statements vrithin each subset wère true,
half were false. Subjects were instructed to ignore this
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feedback while conpleting their ratings. One of these

subsets was rnade up of general knowledge statements that had

been rated within the initial se! of 40 statements. Subjects
were instructed to assign the same value to each statement

as they had the first time they had rated the statement.

This was termed the rmemory' condition. The second subset

was made up of general knowledge statements that the

subjects had not rated previously. Subjects were instructed
to assign the rating that they would have given the

statement if they had not been provided with the correct
anslrer. This was t.ermed the 'hypothetical' condition. HaIf
of the subjects received the 'hypothetical' subset first,
half received the 'memory' subset first.

Prior to rating two final subsets, 'biased' and 'not
biased' instructions \{ere provided to subjects. Subjects
were asked to denonstrate their understanding of the bias by

rating the first of the final trvo subsets in a 'biased'
manner, i.e., under the influence of the 'knew-it-all-aIong,
or 'never-knew-that' effect. The second of these lwo subsets

vras to be rated in a non-biased manner, i.e. as they shoul-d

if they Ìrere not under the influence of the

'knew-it-aII-along' or'never-knew-that' effec!. HaIf of
the statements within each subset were memory statements,

half hypothetical statements, with the order for memory and

hypothetical statements the same as for those subsets rated
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irnmediately after the personality rneasures. Additionat
brief instructions preceded each subset.

Àfter each subject. cornpleted the final two subsets, a

post-experimental questionnaire (appendix C) was completed.

The subject then read the debriefing, presented in Àppendix

D, which included an explanation of the purpose of the

research, a discussion of the deception involved, a

refererence to prior research on the topic, and assurance of
anonymi ty.



RESULTS

Debiasinq Phase

Ànalysis of the first phase of the study, i.e. the

subject's confidence ratings after having received feedback,

was conducted by a 2x2x2x2 between-subjects MANOVÀ. The four
independent variables were Set (List A or List B), Order
('memory then hypothetical' or 'hypothetical then memory'),

Direction ('knew-it-a1I-aIong' or'never-knew-that' ), and

Length ('cornplete' or 'shortened'). Univariate ÀNOVÀS and

Scheffes were employed for post-hoc comparisons.

Àssessments of whether the nean ratings differed
significantly from zero v¡ere made through g tests. Missing

ratings were replaced by the mean ratÍng appropriate for t.he

staÈement and for the experímental condition to which the

subject had been assigned. With 20 subjects per ceII,
muLtivariate normality was assured (tabachnick & Fidell,
1983, p. 232). Homogeneity of variance was implied by the

equal sampJ.e sizes, and was supported by Bartlett,s lest.
Cook's è statistic (Cook, 1979) revealed no outliers within
any of the four dependent variables. ploting the dependent

variables against each other did not reveal any significant
departures from linearity.
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Prior to examíning the extent to which the manipulations

impacted on the hindsight bias, one must first demonstrate

that the hindsight bias was present. Operating under the

nu11 hypothesis for treatment effects, the four hindsight
bías measures ¡{ere considered colJ.apsed across the

experimental manipul-ations. Replicating past research, a

hindsight bias was found with true-Iabell-ed and

false-labelled hypothetical statenents (TH and FH) and

false-Iabe11ed memory statement (FM, Table 2). À hindsight
bias was not found with true-labeIIed memory statements
(t¡¿). As wilh the dependent variables for ¡rhich the bias

had been found, the nean rating for TM was in the expected

direction. Ratings of hypothetical statements \,rere

significantly greater than ratings for nemory statements,

both for true-Iabelled ( g (319)= 7.04, p <.0001) and

false-Iabelled ( t (319)= -9.56, p <.0001) statements.

The same set of data nas then examined for the impact of

the debiasing manipulations on the hindsight bias. The

results from the MÀNOVÀ that tested the effects of these

manipulations are presented in Table 3. Contrary to the

first hypothesis, the debiasing manipulations of Direction
and Length did not significantly influence the hindsight
bias. The onLy significant multivariate main effect was for
Set ( q (4,301)= 3.95, p <.0039), a somewhat unexpected

finding since the two sets of statements v¡ere randomly
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Table 2

Summary Statistics for the Four Dependent Variables,
Collapsed Àcross the Experimental Manipulations,

Debiasing phase

p

True
Menory

FaIse
Memory

Tr ue
Hypothet ical
False
Hypothetical

.04

-. ¿¿

a1

- .71

,25

.37

.53

.50

.1198

. 0001

. 0001

.0001

1 .56

-6. 54

8.98

-17.88

Note: degrees of freedom for each t-test were 319.
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Table 3

MÀNOVÀ Summary Table for the Debiasing phase

Variable(s)

Set (S)

Direct ion (D)

order (o)

Length (L)

SxD

SxL

SxO

DxL

DxO

LxO

S XDxL

S xDxO

S xLxO

LxOxD

SxDxLxO

3.9s

.77

1 .33

.16

¿. s6

.48

.41

.41

.43

.37

.4J

.88

.70

.88

ôc

.0039

. 5481

.2600

otro?

.0s39

.7 498

.8003

.8027

.7870

.8317

.7867

.4771

.5952

.4755

.4330

Note: degrees of freedom for each test were 4 and 301.
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created. Univariate anal.yses (Appendix E) revealed a

significant effect of Set for FM. For FM, the rnean for List
B Has -.33, for List À -.11 ( p <.05). No other multivariate
or univariate main effects or interactions were

statisticaLly significant. CeIl means for main effects are
presented in Table 4, and for interaction effects, in
Àppendix E.
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Table 4

Cell Means for the Four Measures of the
Uindsight Bias, Debiasing phase

Variables Hypothetical Memory

True False True False

Set

A

B

Direction

Knew

Neve r

Lenqth

Conplete

Shortened

Orde r

Hypo/t"tem

Mem/Hypo

.07 -.11

.02 -.33

.01 -.30

.07 -.24

.04 -.21

.04 -.23

.05 -.28

.03 -.17

,29

.44

.36

.38

.34

20

.+¿

,32

-.75

- .67

- .67

-.75

_ 60

_ '74

-.76

-.66



I ntentional Bias Phase

The second phase of the experiment involved examination

of responses on the hindsight bias neasures while subjects
were operating under 'biased' or 'not biased' instructions.
A 2x2x2x2x2 mixed MANOVÀ served this purpose. The additional
factor was the within-subject factor Understanding, this
being whether statements were rated under 'biased' or 'not
biased' inslructions, respectively. Univariate ANOVÀs and

Scheffes were again ernployed for post-hoc comparisons, as

were E tests to assess shether hindsight bias scores

differed significantly from zero. Missing ratings were

handled as in phase one. Twenty subjects per ceII again

assured robustness to non-normality and variance

homogeneity, the latter supported by Bartlett's test. Cook's

{ statist.ic revealed no outliers for any of the four

dependent variables, and examination of the dependent

variables plotted against each other did not reveal any

gross departures from linearity.

The Intentional-Bias Phase was run to assess the extent
instructions to respond in a biased or a non-biased way

would impact on the hindsight bias measures and would

interact with the experimental manipuLations from the

Debiasing Phase. The second hypothesis predicted that
subjects would provide biased or non-biased ratings when the

demands for each were made explicit, and that these
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demonstrations l¡ould be consistent with the explanation that
had been provided for the bias within t.he Ðebiasing phase.

This hypothesis was supported. The results from the MÀNOVA

that assessed the impact of the Understanding factor r¡ithin
the debiasing conditions are presented in Table 5. A

significant muÌtivariate main effec! was found for the

Understanding factor ( F (4,301)= 18.83, p <.0001). with rhe

exception of FH, significant univariates were found with all
four measures of the hindsight bias (Àppendix F). CeLl

means for the Understanding variable are presented in Table

6. 'Biased' instructions resulted in a much stronger bias
than 'not biased' instructions, a difference most apparent

with memory scores.

A significant multivariate main effect was also found for
Direction ( F (4,301)= 26.56, p <.0001). the univariates
revealed that Direction !.npacted on each of the four
measures of the bias. Examination of celt means (TabÌe 7)

reveals a much stronger bias for the 'knew-it-a1l-aJ.ongr
over the ' never-knew-that ' condition, especially for the
hypothetical statements.

The nain effects of Direction and Understanding are

interpretable in terms of their significant multivariate
interaction ( g (4,301)= 31 .71, p <.0001). À11 corresponding

un j.variates were significant. Examining the ceII means for
TH and FH (Figure f) reveals that subjects responding under
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Table 5

MÀNOVA Summary Table for the Intentional-Bias phase

Variable(s)

set (S)

Direct ion (D)

order (O)

Length (L)

Understanding (U)

SxD

SXL

SxO

DxL

DxO

LxO

UxS

UXD

UxL

UxO

SxDx L

S xÐxO

S xLxO

LxOxD

SxDxU

S xLxU

3.3s

26.56

4 .07

1 .49

18.83

1.79

2.24

5.88

2 .42

1 .07

2.71

6. 68

31.71

<a

10.27

1.14

1 .44

?a

.60

2 ,39

2 .69

.0106

. 0001

.0032

.2063

. 0001

.1313

.0649

. 0001

.0488

.3706

.0305

.0001

.0001

.6808

. 0001

.3365

.2220

.5392

.6565

.0s10

.0315



S xOxU

LxOxU

Dx LxU

ÐxOxU

SxDxLxO

SxDxLxU

S xDxOxU

S xLxOxU

DxLxOxU

S xDxLxOxU

.0001

.1030

.6890

.6770

.0012

.67 56

.6212

.3846

.87 02

.4480

6.06

1 .94

.56

.58

3.26

.58

.66

1 .04

.31

o?

Note: degrees of freedom for each test were 4 and 301.
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'knew-it-all-aIong' instructions produced a stronger
hindsight bias with 'biased' instructions ( p <.001).

SubjecLs responding under'never-knew-that' instructions, in
contrast, produced a stronger hindsight bias with 'not
biased' instructions ( p <.05 for TH, p <.001 for FH). The

sarne pattern of results were found for TM and FM (Figure 2),
except that only for the 'knew-it-all-along' condition was

the Understanding variable significant ( p <.001).

A number of other significant main effects and

interactions r¡ere found (Àppendix G). These findings did not

irnpact on the main effects of Direction and Understanding,

or the Direction by Understanding interaction. In addition,
these findings v¡ere not found with more than tr¡o of the four
hindsight bias measures. FinalIy, these findings were not
predicted by the results from the Ðebiasing phase.

Table I indicates that, collapsing across experinental
manipulations in the Intentional-Bias phase, the hindsight
bias was again replicated. All four dependent measures

shoeed a strong hindsight bias, wit.h means in the predicted
direction. Once again, hypothetical ratings were larger in
magnitude than memory ratings for both true-Iabelled ( L
(319)= 5.24, p <.0001) and false-Iabelled ( r (319)= -4.36,
P <.0001) statenents.
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Table 6

Mean VaLues for the Understanding VariabIe,
Intentional-Bias Phase

Biased Not Biased

Tr ue
Hypothet ical

False
Hypothet ical

Tr ue
Memo ry

False
Memo ry

.74

a
-.73

.65

.48

-.78

.02

_ to

Note: a = Significantly different from zero, p<.0001
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Table 7

Mean Values for the Variable Direction,
Intentional-Bias phase

Never

True
Hypothetical

.92

a

a

a
- .57

-.06

b
-. 15

False -.93
Hypothet ical

Tr ue
Memo ry

.72

False -.88
Memo ry

Note! a = Significantly different from zero, p<.0001
b = Significantly different from zero, þ<.05



Plot of the Direction by
Dependent Variables True
Intentional-Bias Phase

62

Understanding interaction,
and False Hypothet ical,

Figure f:

+1 .5

+1 .0

+0. 5

0.0

-0.5

-1 .0

-1 .5

ô
X

Biased
Not B iased

.\
,/\ -x

?

Note:
b=

_t_t_Knew Never

sign i f icantly different from zero,
sign i f icantly different from zero,

True -Hypothet i ca I Sc ore s
False-Hypothetical Scores

p<. 0001
Þ<. 05



Figure 2: Plot of the Ðirection by
Dependent Variables True
Intentional-Bias Phase

63

Understanding Interaction,
and False Memory ,

+1 .5

+1 .0

+0. 5

0.0

-0.5

-1 .0

_l r

o
x

Biased
Not Biâsed

¿

_t_
'Knew Never'

Note: a = significantly different from zero, p<.0001

True-Menory Scores
FaIse-Memory Scores

Å
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Table I

Summary of the Four Dependent Variables, Collapsed
Across the Experimental Man ipulat i ons,

I ntentional-Bias Phase

M Var t

True .61 1.51 12.60 .0001
Hypot.het ica I
False -.75 1 .49 -15.64 .0001
Hypothet ical
True .33 1 .82 6.28 .0001
Memo r y

False -.51 1.99 -9.17 .0001
Memo ry

Note: degrees of freedom for each test were 319.



No Instruction Condi t i on

Control subjects were examined for replication of the

hindsight bias, for awareness as to the purpose of the

outcome feedback, and for the role of personality factors in
the bias. The personality scores for a subsample that
replicated Fischhoff's original debiasl.ng condition, and the
post-experimental questionnaire responses for a subsample

that Ìrere balanced for form of debiasing instructions, were

exa¡nined soJ.ely in terms of comparison v¡ith the responses of
the'no instruction' subjects. The results of these

comparisons are presented in this section.

While the 'no-instructicn' group could have been

integrated into the factorial phases of the study
(Himmelfarb, 1975), the data from this sample were examined

separately to facilitate analysis and to be congruent with
the hypotheses. The ratings of statements without outcome

feedback by subjects in the factorial portion of the design

were used to obtain the hypotheticaL scores. Ratings from

this larger sample were predicted apriori to be more stable
than those provided by the smaller 'no-instruction' sample.

Missing hindsight bias ratings were replaced by the

appropriate mean values. Uissing post -expe r imenta I
questionnaire and personality measure values were not

replaced. Since at Least 20 subjects per cell were available
for all analyses performed, the assumption of normality for
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the hindsight bias measures was presumed to have been met.

Cookrs d statístic revealed four outliers within the

hindsight bias measures. Since their inclusion did not

significantly alter the results, these scores !¡ere not

deleted. Examination of the plots bet!¡een the hindsight bias
measures revealed Iinear interrelationships.

Table 9 reveals that, for the ,no-instruction' sample, a

hindsight bias was found for both true and false
hypothetical scores. No hindsight bias was found with
memory scores, although alI four dependent measures reflect
mean scores that differed from zero in the direction
predicted for the hindsight bias. As before, hypothet.ical
scores exceeded memory scores, both for true-labe1led ( t
(79)= a,01, p <.0001) and for false-Iabelled ( t (79)=

-4.7 6 , p <.0001) statements.

Post-experimãntal Ouestionnaire. The author was blind to
subjects' hindsight bias scores while scoring the the
post-experimental questionnaires. Summary staÉistics for
the responses on the post-expe r imenta I questionnaire are
presented in parentheses in Àppendix C. Responses from the
subsample drawn from the debiasing phase of the study were

found to be simiLar to those provided by 'no-instruction,
subjects. Of the 'no instruction' subjects, more than a

third were capable of communicating what the experirnenter

expected to find in the study (N=33 for 'no instruction'
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Table 9

Summary Statistics for the No Instruction Group

M Var t p

True .02 .32 .28 .?822
Memo ry

False -.06 .27 -1.04 .3038
Memo r y

True .43 .61 4 . 88 .0001
Hypothet i cal

False -.69 .92 -6.24 .0001
Hypothet ical

Note3 degrees of freedom for each test r,¡ere 79.
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subjects, N=34 for the Debiasing phase subsample) and ho¡r

subjects were expected to rate the second set of statements
(N=35, 23). More than a half offered an appropriate
explanation as to r,rhy the same statements were rated t¡vice
(N=50, 56). Judgements as to how ratings of the second set
of statements v¡ere to be made, both for true ( U =4.84,
5.00) and for false ( U =S.01, 4.72) statements, fell
between 'closer to the extreme' and 'closer to the middle'
of the nine-point scale. Ðifficulty in rating statements

for which outcorne feedback had been provided was only
moderate ( U =S.59, 6.08), although a 1arge proportion of
subjects recognized that the outcome feedback was expec!ed

to influence ratings (N=55, 63), stated that the outcome

feedback did have some effect on their ratings (N=59, 5g),

and admilted that sone attenpt r¡as made to avoid the bias
(N=57, 58 ) .

Àn overall 'awareness' measure was constructed. Those

subjects who offered what was judged to be an appropriate
explanat.ion for why the same statements were rated tl¡ice
(N=50, 56) were classified as 'aware'. The third hypothesis
was that those subjects who responded in a biased manner

could be differentiated from those subjects r,¡ho did not

according to awareness as to the the purpose of the outcone

feedback. Four separate analyses of variance were employed,

with the four rneasures of the hindsight bias as the
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dependent variables, and the ar,¡areness score as the

índependent variable. The absence of significant main

effects for awareness for the 'no instruction, sample failed
to suppor! the third hypothesis (Table 10). It was thus not

possible to differentiate those subjects who shor¡ed a bias
from those subjects who did not in terms of the awareness

measure. CeI1 means for the awareness variable are

presented in Table 11, and again show the superiority of lhe

bias r¡ith hypot.hetical scores. There was a significant main

effect for awareness within the Debiasing phasè sample

(Tab1e 'l 2). Contrary to the expectation that experimental

awareness would be associated with production of the

hindsight bias, those subjects who were classified as as¡are

produced a significantly smaller bias for memory statements

conpared to subjects who were classified as unaware. CetI

means are presented in Table 13.

Personalitv Measures. The fourth hypothesis was that,
for the'no instruction' sample, demonstration of the bi.as

¡vouLd be relat,ed to scores on the personality measures. To

test this hypothesis, responses on the Texas Social Behavior

Inventory, the SeIf-Monitoring scale and the Marlowe-Crowne

scale nere predictor variabl-es, and the four measures of the

hindsight bias criterion variables, in a multiple regression

analysis. A stepwise backward selection procedure

(Tabachnick & Fidelt, 1983) was employed to assess which



Table 10

Summary of ÀNOvAs for the Awareness Variable,
No I nstruct i on Group

Source df SS F

True Hvpothet ical
Model 1 .00 0.00 .9S0S

Error 78 48 .41

FaIse Hvpothet ical
Model 1 .33 0.36 .5825

Error 78 72.32

True Memory

Model- 1 .00 0.00 .9630

Error 77 25.13

False Memorv

ModeL l .36 1 .32 .2543

Error 77 20.87



Table 11

Summary of the Mean Àwareness Scores
for the No Instruction Group

Àware

N=50

Unaware

N=29

True
Hypothetical

False
Hypothet i caI

Tr ue
Memo ry

FaIse
Memo r y

.43

- ,52

.02

-.11

.42

-.75

.02

.02

Note Þ
p

a=
L-

Si gni f icantly dif f erent
Significantly di f ferent

ftom zeto ,
from zero,

< .0001
< .001
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Table 12

Summary of ÀNOVÀ's on Awareness for
the Debiasing Subsample

Source df SS E p

True HyÞothet ical
Mode1 1 .64 0.96 .3297

Error 79 52.89

FaIse Hypothet ical
Model 1 .31 0.51 .4764

Error 79 47.93

True Memorv

Model 1 3.38 11.15 .0013

Error 79 23 .95

FaIse Memorv

Model 1 2.12 4.98 .0285

Error 79 33 .62



Table 13

Summary of the Mean Àwareness Scores
for the Debiasing Phase Subsample

73

Àware

I=se

Unaware

N=24

Tr ue
Hypothet i cal

False
Hypothet ica I
Tr ue
Memo ry

FaIse
Memory

.38

_ 11

q?

-.85

.32

a = Significantly different from zero, p < .0001
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predictor variables, if any, were appropriate for inclusion.
For the Ino instruction' sample, step 2 of the regression

for TH revealed that the Marlowe-Crowne scale was the only

significant predictor (Àppendix H, Tab1e I-1). High social
desirability was found to predict biased responding. Tab1e

H-2 indicates that for FH, the best model after step 2 was a

one variable model, that variabte being the Texas Social

Behavior Inventory. LoÌr self-esteem vras found !o predict

biased responding. Tables H-3 and H-4 reftect that for TM

and FM, none of the personality measures, separately or in

combination, were significant predictors. Table H-5

presents, for the Ino instructionr sample, summary

st.atistics for the personality neasures.

The responses on the personality measures of subjects who

repJ,icated Fischhoff 's original debiasing condition (i.e.

' knew-it-a1I-along'/complete instructions) were compared

with their ratings of the hindsight bias statements. TabLe

H-6 indicates that for FH, the best model after step 2 was a

one variable model, that variable being the Texas Social

Behavior Inventory. This finding failed to attain
statistical significance. Contrary to the findings with the
rno instruction' sample, high self-esteem was found to
predict biased responding. For TH, TM and FM, none of the

personality measures I separately or in combination, were

significant predictors (rables H-7 to H-9). TabIe H-10



presents summary statistics for the three personality
measures.



DI SCUSS I ON

Replication of the Hindsioht Bias

Prior to exanining the manipulations of the hindsight
bias, it seemed essential to demonstrate that the classic
hindsight bias pattern of results was replicated. The

present study found the hindsight bias to once again be a

rrobust' effect. Each of the four dependent measures were

evaluated within each of the two phases and the 'no

instruction' condition for demonstration of lhe hindsight
bias. À significant hindsight bias was found for nine of

these twelve assessments, suggesting continuity between the
present study and past research. In the three cases in which

the scores did not signíficantly differ from zero, means

were in the predicted direction. The size of the hindsight
bias was impressive. The difference from the first to the

second set of ratings was approximately one-half of one

point on the nine-point scale.

Two factors may have operated to make even this value an

underestimation of the strength of the bias. First, if a

subject was certain that a statement eas true or false on

first rating, and had assigned a value that reflected this
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extreme confidence, then subsequent confirmaÈion of this
judgment by outcome feedback could not resulÈ in a higher

second rating for the statement. For instance, if a subject

had rated a statement âs +4r extreme confÍdence that the

statement was true, then the rating given after confirmatory
evidence could be no higher than +4, with the result being a

difference score of zero. Second, it was also unlikely than

an extreme rating for a statement wouLd be disconfirmed by

the outcome feedback. The difficulty level of most

statements would cause their first ratings to cluster around

the midpoint of t,he sca1e. On these items, a difference
score of one half a point should not be juilged in terms of
the nine point scale, but in terms of a smaller segment of
the total scale.

Another consistent finding from the hindsight bias

Iiterature that nas evident in this study was the

superiority of hypothetical scores. This was apparent for
both true-labelled and faLse-labelled statements within both

phases of the experiment and with the 'no treatment' control-
group. The superiority of the hypothetical procedure over

the rnemory procedure for obtaining a larger hindsight bias

r¡as noted by campbell and Tesser (1983), who attributed it,
in part, to the 'between' versus 'within' approaches used to
obtain each score. À larger bias for hypothetical statements

is not incongruent with the cognitive, the motivational or
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the demand characteristic explanation for the effect. Fron

the cognitive perspective, the hypothetical situation
provides less information to be integrated within the store
of available knowledge. The only rating of a hypothetical
statement that a subject has available is that provided by

the outcome feedback. From the motivational perspective,
responding within a mernory format might be seen as invoking
a factor that demands congruity between the two sets of
ratings. Fron the demand characteristic perspective, a

subjecL responding within a memory format rnight recognize

that he or she is expected to adjust the second set of
ratings in the direction of the outcome feedback but is
constrained in this adjustnent by the first set of ratings
given.

Effect of the Debiasinq ManiÞulations

While contrary to the first hypothesis, the lack of
signi.f icant results within the Debiasing phase vras not

inconsistent with past research. providing instructions for
the bias that excluded the final passage in Fischhoff's
debiasing instructions, a passage judged to be contrary to
the preceding debiasing instructionsr was expected to have

some inpact. It did not. More importantly, Fischhoff's
demonstration that debiasing instructions !¡ere not effective
in preventing the bias f rorn occuring was replicated in the
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failure to find an effect of DirectÍon within the Debiasing

Phase. This support must be considered tentative since, as

with Fischhoff's original demonstration, a finding of no

effect is ambiguous. One alternative to Fischhoff's
explanation for the lack of debiasing efficacy is the nature

of the debiasing instructions. Fischhoff presumed that these

eere potentially effective instructions. In other words, it
was presumed that these debiasing instructions would be

effective with a less 'robust' bias or with a bias that was

the product of an artifact. These instructions may instead

be ineffective by their naturer rather than by the nature of

the phenomenonf an ineffectiveness that may not have been

remedied by Èhe minor changes made within the present study.

Effect of the Intentional- Bias Manipulation

The Intentional Bias Phase ¡ras structurally a replication
of the Debiasing Phase with the addition of the

Understanding factor, It was predicted that ratings gíven

under 'biased' instructions would be more in the direction
of the outcome feedback than ratings given under 'not
biased' instructions, and that the magnitude of this effect
would vary according to whether a 'knew-it-a1l-along' or a

'never-knew-that' form of an explanation for the bias was

provided. For aLl of the measures of the dependent variable
except FH, a larger hindsight bias was found with 'biased,
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instructions. The'not-biased' instructions significantly
diminished the bias scores, compared to the effect of

'biased' instructions and to scores collapsed across aLl
treatment conditions (i.e. the values used to demonstrate a

hindsight bias). A larger bias r¡as found within the

'knew-it-a11-along' condition than within the

'never-knew-that' condition. The'never-knew-thatr

condition, however, did not produce the hypothesized

'reverse' bias. values were cLoser to, but did not cross

zero, as would be demanded for a 'never-knew-that' bias.
Nevertheless, the manipulation of the instructions
apparently did have some effect.

Àn explanation for these two main effects can be derived
from the significant interaction of Direction by

Understanding, found for both true and false-labelled mernory

and hypothetical scores. For'knew-it-all-along' subjects,
both for rnemory and hypothetical statements, the

instructions to rate statements in a more or in a less

biased \,¡ay were complied with in a manner that was according

to their understanding of the bias. These subject.s were

capable of producing a powerful bias or a significantly
reduced bias when the demand !o do so was made explicit.
For 'never-knew-that' subjects, and for memory statements,

the 'never-knew-that' effect was not found. Their ratings
did not differ ¡+hether under biased or not biased
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instructions, and reflected a significant hindsight bias.
Perhaps the explanation for going against the outcome

feedback was not sufficiently compelling. ÀIternat.iveJ-y,

rnemory rat.ings were constrained by the subject having

previously committed himself to a judgement for the memory

Stat.ements. With hypothetical statements,'never-knew-that'
subjects were not constrained by past ratings. Instead,

these subjects r¡ere free to operate according to their
understanding of the bias. 'Biased' rating scores did
depart from the direction suggested by the outcorne feedback,

falling below the level found !rith 'not biased'

instructions. This movement was not sufficient such that a

reverse hindsight bias was found, or even such that. a

significant hindsight bias was not found. Nevertheless, the

'never-knew-that' instructions had inpacted on ratings in
the predicted manner.

From the strict cognitive perspective, the hindsight bias

should not have been influenced by either the Direction or

Understanding manipulations. In neither instance was the

outcome feedback discredited or in any way altered. Instead,

making the demands for unbiased responding more explicit did
result in a diminished bias, a bias that r,ras influenced by

the form of explanation given, either for a

'knew-it-all-aIong' or a'never-knew-that' effect
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Post-experimental Ouestionnaire ResÞonses

A large number of the 'no instructions' subjects
recognized that the function of the hindsight bias paradigm

was to assess whether outcome feedback would influence their
subsequent ratings. A number of subjects also initially
described the sÈudy as a test of their honesty, which might

serve to explain large differences between the hypothelical
and memory produced scores. with memory statements, there
may be an implicit demand to rate the statements as one had

previously, conflícting with experimental demands to submit

to the influence of the oulcome feedback. With hypothelicaL
statements, a subject.s might convince himself that he had

rated the statements without the benefit of the outcome

feedback.

No differences on the hindsight bias measures were found

for 'no instruction' subjects classified as 'aware' or

'unaware', and onl-y with Ðebiasing subjects for memory

statements. The 'pact of ignorance' notion (Orne, 1962)

suggests that a proportion of subjects night have been aware

but unwilLing to provide post-exper imental questionnaire

responses that Î{ould have permitted their classification as

'aware'. If one conjectures that virtually all subjects
eere aware, rather than the hal-f of the sample so

classified, then the difference between the hindsight bias

scores of those who were detected as being aware would not

be found to díffer from those who were not detected.
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The finding that ar¡are subjects produced less of a bias

with memory statements seems I at first., to be contradictory
to predictions made. Furthermore, this effect. was found with
memory statements, while a nuch stronger bias sas

consistently found with hypothetical statements. Subjects

who recognized that the ratings of the second set of

statements lrere to be influenced by having been provided

with the correct answer did not differ from those who did
not possess this understanding on hypothetical statements.

Ratings of memory statenents were constrained by past

ratings. It might be hypothesized that aware subjects were

more cognizant of being constrained by past ratings, and

choose to rate only hypothetical items in a biased manner.

Support for this position is found in the consistently
greater bias found with hypothetical statements for nuch of

the sample, the majority of whom were cÌassified aware.

Motivational VariabLes

The personality measures provided some Iimited support

for the motivational perspective. For 'no instruction'
subjects and true and false hypothetical statements, a

personality measure was found to be a significant. predictor
of biased responding. More telling evidence within the

Iimits of the correl-ational design would have been more

personality measures as significant predictors of biased
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responding, Iarger effects for these indicies in explaining
the variance r,rit.hin the hindsight measures, and consistency

as to the personality measures that acted upon the bias. No

bias was found for memory scores, contrary to the

prediction, rnaking it difficult to evaluate the consequence

of this finding for the personality explanation.

Conclusions and ImplicatÍons

This study did nothing to dispel the notion that the

J,aboratory demonstration of the bias is a robust effect.
The bias has been demonstrated in a number of contexts and

r¡ith a variety of experirnental materials. lihat was of
interest was the source of this bias. This study focused on

the bias within the lâboratory context, and argued that
production of the bias, within this context, is the product

of demand characteristics. Support for this position was

found with the dernonstration that produclion of the bias

could be influenced by instructions provided to subjects.
Specifically, it was found that instructions to rate
statements in a biased or a non-biased manner were

effective, and that different forms of an explanation for
the bias impact.ed on ratings under such instructions.
Fischhoff attempted the latter, and having found no evidence

for the instructions provided to subjects as influencing
their decidedly biased responding, concluded that demand
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characteristics were not involved in production of the bias.
The present study suggests that it is possible to provide

experinental cues to subjects that will al-ter the size and

the direction of the bias.

One implication of accepting demand characteristics as a

significant factor in the production of the bias is that the

validity of past research that has employed the experimental

paradigm is cast in doubt. If the research has studied what

anounts to an artifact of experimental participation, then

conclusions drawn, while internally vaIid, would have no

relation to behavior outside of the laboratory. For

instance, methods of ameliorating the bias that have

developed from the laboratory paradigm may have no practica)-

application. If one accepts that the J.aboratory produced

bias is an artifact, then the issue of the existance of the

bias beyond the confines of the laboratory musl also be

guestioned. This concern is significiant since past

examinations of the bias, distinct from the laboratory

context, have relied upon the laboratory paradigm.

Furlhermore, subjects in these studies often have been aware

that they were partici.pating in an experinent. This demand

characteristic interpretation suggests a rnuch less robust

phenomenon, a notion consistent with the weaker leve1 of the

bias found in non-Iaboratory contexts in which experimental

demands are Iess often present.
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Knowledge of the outcorne of significant events does

distort attitudes and behavior. The present demand

characteristic analysis challenges the laboratory
demonstration of the phenomenon, not the issue of whether

the bias exists. The present study suggests that researchers

Ìack an experimental paradigm that permits the

demonstration, manipulation, and study of the

non-artifactual hindsight. bias in a laboratory context..

There are a number of responses to t.his concl-usion. One

alternative is to accept t.hat the bias does exist distinct
from the Laboratory, and that the bias r¡ithin Lhe current
paradigm is the combination of both psychological and

artifactual processes. The challenge is to then devise a

means for separating the two processes. One possibility is
the development of a sophisticated post-experimental

questionnaire. With such an instrument, a researcher could

determine which subjects are being unduely influenced by

participat.ion-related factors. The responses from'aware'
and 'non-aúare' subjects could then be compared. À).though an

attempt along these lines was made in the present study, the

post-experimental questionnaire employed was probabLy not

sufficiently sensitive for this task. Alternatively, an

experimental paradigm could be developed in which

artifactual demands could be demonstrated to be of less

impact than with the present paradigm, or circumstances

could be sought in r+hich demand characteristics are not of
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the same consequence, such as with archival, research and

non-obtrusive rneasures. However, in those instances in
which a plausible alternative explanation for the laboratory
phenomenon is offered, it is the obligation of the

researcher to devise new means to study the phenomenon free
of those aLternative interpretations,
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Àppendix À

FISCHHOFF'S DEBIÀSING I NSTRUCTI ONS

On the following pages you witl find a number ofadditional ite¡ns which we intend to use Ín a subsequent
study, identical to the one in which you have just
participated. ÀIthough the correct answers to ùhese itemsare indicated by a circJ.e, we wouLd like you to respond to
them as you believe you would have responded had you not
been told the answer. Your responses will enable us to
evaluate the perceived difficulty of these iterns.

On previous occasions in which we have given people lhistask, we have found that they exaggerate how much they have
known without being told the answer. you might caII this anI-knew-it-al1-along ef fec t.

Consider, for example, the f ollor+ing question. Àdaptiveradiation refers to (a) evolutionary changes in animal Iife
toward increased specialization or (b) the movement of of
animals to a more suítable environment for survivaL. À group
of people who were told that the correct answer was a
bel-ieved that they would have assigned a probabitity of
about .60 to a. À group of people who nere not told the
answer believed that the item was a toss-up. They assigned
a probability of .50 to a. Ànother group of peoplã nho weretold that the correct answer was a believed that they would
have assigned a probability of .40 to b, the incorreót
answer. èS?in, people who were not told the answer assigned
a probability of .50 to b. As you can see, people who weretold the ansÍrer to an item assigned a higher probabilÍty to
the correct answer or a lower probability to the incorrãct
answer than they might have if they had not been told the
ansHer.

In compJ.et.ing the present questionnaire, please do
everything you can to avoÍd this bias. One rèason why it
happens is that people who are told the correct answér findit hard to imagine how they ever could have believed in theincorrect one. In answering, make certain that you haven't
forgotten any reasons that you might have though of in favorof the.wrong answer-had you not been told that it was vrrong.In addition to f iguri.ng out how the correct answer fits i.n-
with whatever else you know about each topic, devote someattention to trying to see hoe the incorrect answer might
also have fit in.
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Àt the other exlreme, however, be careful not to
overcorrec! and se11 yourself short by underestimating
much you would have known without the answer



Appendix B

EXPERIMENTAL BOOKLETS

Sex : M_ F_

Native Engiish _ Other

I nst ruct i ons

The purpose of this experiment is to examine the way

individuals use the general knowledge that they have

acquired in arriving at answers to new questions. To

achieve this goa1, we ask you to respond to the following
general kno-wledge items. The itens are ones for which we

expect most people wiII not have exact knowledge of the

correct answers. Hovrever, they are questions for which most

of you can rnake more or less educated guesses based on your

store of very general knowledge.

For each item indícate whether you believe the statemen!

is true or false and the degree of certainty you feel in
your ansv¡er. This is to be done by marking a 9-point line
scale anchored by "certainly false" and "certainly true".
The midpoint indicates "don't know at aI1". For example:
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Àtbany is the capital of New York State.

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

This is true, and if you knew this to be so, you would have

circled a value between +1 and +4 depending on your

certainly that the slatement was correct. If you did not

know the statement was true, you would have circled the

value of 0. If you had believed that the statement r¡as

fa1se, you would have circled a value between -1 and -4,
depending on your certainty that t.he statement was

incorrect.

When you have completed the forty items, please stop, put

the booklet face dor+n on your desk, and wait for further
instructions.
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'1 . In chess the queen is the only piece that can j urnp other
p:.eces.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

2. Àustralia is approximately equal in area to the
continental United States.

lCertainly ¡'alse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

3. The PeopJ.ers Republic of China was founded in 1947.

lCertainly ralse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

4. The adult human body has some 200 miles of blood vessels.

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

5. Dr. David Livingston nas opposed to the slave t.rade inÀfrica.
lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly trueJ

6. The movie, "The Godfather", grossed nearly 50 million
dollars in its first year.

[Certainly raise] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +g +4 [Certainly rrueJ

7. Cairo, Egypt has a larger population than Chicago,
Il-Iinois.
lCertainly ralse] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +g +4 lCertainly True]

8. The second closest star to our solar system is known as
Barnard's star.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly Truel

9. In the world, there are morè Roman Catholics than there
are MosIems.

lCertainly Falsel -4 -3 -2 -1 0

10. The capybara is the largest

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0

11. Irving Berlin Hrote the song
get up in the morning."

lCertainly ¡'alse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0

+1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

of the marsupials.

+1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

called "Oh how I hate to

+1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ
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12. Groups of ants can cross strearns by linking bodies and
swimming.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truel

13. Lithium is the Iightest of all metals.

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

14. The Nevr York Rangers last won the Stanley Cup in 1960.

lcertainly Fa1se] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly true]
15. PabLo Picasso was the most prolific of all known
painters.

lCertainly Falsel -4 -3 -2
16. The largest religious
Wat in Cambodia.

lCertainly ralse] -4 -3 -2
17. oiving did not become
1946 .

[Certainly ralse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

18. Divorce is found only in technologically advanced
societies.

[Certainly Fa1se] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

19. Tin is the traditional gift associaled vrith the first
wedding anniversary.

lCertainly Fa1se] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1

20. The Àurora Borealis appears in

lCertainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1

21 . Between '1 917 and 1919 a world
nearly a million people.

fcertainly FaIse] -4 -3 -2
22. The origin of the term
Iaw.

lCertain].y Falsel -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

23. The Panama canaL is about 70 rniles long.

-1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly lrueJ

building in the ¡corld is Ang Kor

-1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly Truel

part of the Olympic program until

+2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

the southern hemisphere.

+2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

influenza epidemic k i 11ed

-1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

Hinduism is the Indian word for
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lCertainly natse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

24. Mexico has the largest population of any Latin Àmerican
country.

lcertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly Truel

25. Brass is an al).oy of tin and copper.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

26. Michaelangelo did a famous painting called "SÈi11 Iifewith apples. "

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly Truel

27, T}:.e BibLe has been banned more frequently through
history than any other book.

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly true]
28. Àt temperatures close to absolute zero, the magnetic
properties of many substances undergo change.

[Certainly na].sel -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

29. The green part of a sprouting potato is poisonous.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

30. world tenperance day is celebrated each year on the
f irst Sunday in October.

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

31. The movie "Casablanca" won t.he Àcademy Award for bestpicture in 1943.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

32. In Malaysia, if a man goes to jail for being drunk, his
v¡if e goes too.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

33. Fortune cookies originally contained Bible passages.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly Truel

34. It takes twice as much fuel to rnove a ton of freight byrailroad as it does by truck.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +l +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ
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35. Floyd Patterson was the youngest man to win the world
heavy weight boxing champi onsh ip.
lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truel

36. Rocky Marciano was the only heavyweight champion ever toretire vrithout losing a professional fight.
lCertainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

37. The equatorial radius of Mars is approximately equal tothat of earth.

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truel

38. The Scopes tria1, often referred to as the Monkey Tria1,
took place in 1934.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

39. Denmark has the highest suicide rate of any country in
the worId.

[Certain).y False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

40. The busiest airport in the world is
Paris.

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3

STOP

+4 [Certainly True]

OrIy Ài rport in

+4 [Certainly True ]
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Please ans\{er the following items on the IBM sheet that
is provided. For each item, indicate how characteristic
each of the statements are about you on a scale from 1 to 5.

1 = Not at all characteristic of me

2 = Not very characteristic of me

3 = Stightly characteristic of me

4 = Fairly characteristic of me

5 = Very characteristic of rne
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1. ¡êfore voting I thoroughly investigate the quatifications
of all the candidates.

2. I never hesitate to go out of rny way to help someone in
t rouble .

3. It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I amnot encouraged.

4. I have never intensely disliked anyone.

5. On occasion I have had doubts about my ability to succeedin life.
6. I sometimes feel resentful- when I don't get my lray.

7. I am always careful about my manner of dress.

8. My table manners at home are as good as when I eat out in
a restaurant.

9. If I could get into a rnovie without paying and be sure I
was not seen I would probably do it.
10. On a few occasions, I have given up doing something
because I thought too litt1e of my ability.
11. I like to gossip at times.

12. There have been times when I felt like rebelling agaínstpeople in authority even though I knew they were rigfrt,
13. No matter who I'n talking to, I'm always a good
listener.
14. I can remember "playing sick" Èo get out of something.

15. There have been occasíons when I took advantage of
someone .

16. Irm always wiJ.J.ing to admit it v¡hen I make a mistake.

17. I always try to practice what I preach.

18. I don't find it particularly difficuLt to get along with
loud mouthed, obnoxious people.

19. I sometimes try to get even rather Lhan forgive and
f orget.

20. When I don't know somet.hing I don't at atl nind
admitting it.
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21. I am always courteous, even to people who are
di sagreeable.

22. AE times I have really insisted on having things my own
way.

23. There have been occasions when I felt like smashing
things.
24. I s'ould never think of letting someone else be punished
for my wrong-doings.

25. I never resent being asked to return a favor.
26. I have never been irked when people expressed ideas very
di f ferent from my own.

27. I never make a long trip without checking the safety of
rny car.

28. There have been times when I was quite jealous of the
good fortune of others.

29. I have almost never felt the urge to teII someone off.
30. I am sometirnes irritated by people who ask favors of me.

31. I have never felt that I was punished nithout cause.

32. I sometimes think when people have a misfortune they
only got. what they deserved.

33. I have never deliberately said something that hurt
sofneone's feelings.
34. I am not likely to speak to people until they speak to
me.

35. I would describe myself as self-confident.
36. I feel confident of my appearance.

37. I am a good mixer.

38. When in a group of people I I have trouble thinking of
the right things to say.

39. when in a group of people, I usualì.y do what the others
¡,rant rather than make suggestions.

40. When I am in disagreement tvith other people, my opinion
usually prevails.
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41. I ¡vould describe mysetf as one rrho attempts to master
situations.
42. Ot.her people look up to me.

43. I enjoy social gatherings just to be with people.

44. I make a point of looking other people in the eye.

45. I cannot seem to get others to notice me.

46. I would rather not have very much responsibility for
other people.

47. I feel comfortable being approached by someone in aposition of author i ty .

48. I would describe myself as indecisive.
49. I have no doubts about my social competence.

50. I would describe myself as socially unskilled.
51. I would be willing to describe rnysèIf as a pretty
"strong" personality.

52. When I work on a committee I like to take charge of
things.
53. I usually expect to succeed in the things I do.

54. I feel comfortable approaching someone in a position of
authority over me.

55. I enjoy being around other people, and seek out social
encounters f requentJ.y.

56. I feel confident of my social behavior.

57. I feel I can confidently approach and deal r¡ith anyone I
neet .

58. I woul-d describe myself as happy.

59. I enjoy being in front of large audiences.

60. When I meet a stranger, I often think that he is better
than I an.

61. It is hard for me to start a conversation l¡ith
strangers.
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62. People seem naturally to turn to me when decisions haveto be made.

63. I feel secure in social situations.
64. I like to exert my influence over other people.

95. YV behavior is usually an expression of my true inner
feel ings, attitudes, and beliefs.
66. Àt parties and social gatherings, I do not attempt to door say things that others will Iike.
57. I can make impromptu speeches on topics about which I
have almost no information.

68. I guess I put on a show to inpress or entertain people.

69. When I am uncertain how to act in social sitations, I
Iook to the behavior of others for cues.

70. I would probably nake a good actor.
71. In a group of people I am rarely the center of
attention.
72. In different situations and r.¡ith different
often act Iike very different persons.

73. I an not particularly good at rnaking other

people, I

people like
me.

74. Even if I am not enjoying myself, I often pretend to be
having a good t irne.

75. Irm not always the person I appear to be.

76. I ¡voul-d not change my opinions (or the way I do things)in order to please someone else or win their iavor.
77. I have considered being an entertainer.
78. In order to get along and be liked, I tend to be what
people expect me to be rather than anything else.
79. I have never been good at games like charades or
improvi sat ional acLing.

80. I have trouble changing my behavior to suit differentpeople and different situations.
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81. At a party I let others kèep the jokes and stories
gorng.

82. I feel a bit av¡kr¡ard in company and do not shor¡ up quite
as ¡vell as I should.

83. I can look anyone in the eye and tell a lie with astraight face (if for a ríght end).
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On the folLowing pages you ¡rilI find a number of
additional statements. Although the correct answers to
these items are indicated, we would like you to respond to
then as you believe you wou].d have responded had you not
been told the ansr¡er.

On previous occasions in which we have given people this
task, we have found that they underestimate (overestinate)
how much they would have known without being told the
answer. You might call this an ' I -never-knew-that '(' I-knew-it-aII-along' ) ef fect.

Consider, for example, the following question. "Adaptiveradiation refers to evolutionary changes in animal Iifã
to!¡ard increased spec i a I i za t i on . " À group o! people who were
told that this was a true statement assigned a confidence
rating of -f (+1) on the nine point sca1e. À group of people
who were not told this believed that the item was a toss-up.
They assigned a confidence rating of 0 to t.he item. Ànother
group of people v¡ho were told that this was a false
statement assigned a confidence rating of +1 (-1) to the
item. Àgain, people who were not told the answer assigned a
confidence rating of 0 to the item. Às you can see, people
who were told the anslrer to an item assigned a lower(higher) rating to the true statement or a higher (Iower)
rating to the false statement than they night have if they
had not been told the answer. In completing the present
questionnaire, please do everything you can to avoid this
bias.

( One reason why it happens is that peopJ-e who are told
the answer find it hard to imagine how they ever could have
believed that the item was true. In answeríng, make cert.ain
that you have not forgotten any reasons that you migh! have
thought of in favor of rating the item the other way, had
you not been told the answer was true. In addition to
figuring out how the correct ansHer fits in wit.h whatever
else you know about each topic, devote some attention to
tryi.ng to see how the ansÌ,rer might also have been the other
way.

At the other extrême, however, be careful not to
undercorrect and se11 yourself short by overestimating how
nuch you would have known without the answer. )
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Section 2

FOR THE FOLLOWING 20 ITEMS, RECÀLL AS ÀCCURÀTELY AS POSSIBLE
THE RESPONSE YOU GÀVE EÀRLIER TO EACH STATEMENT. THAT IS,
MÀRK THE SCÀLE FOR EACH ITEM AS YOU BELIEVE YOU M.ARKED IT
THE FIRST TIME VOU RESPONÐED.

1. Michaelangelo did a famous painting called "StiIL lifewith app1es". (FaIse)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainty TrueJ

2. Brass is an alloy of tin and copper. (frue)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

3. Lithium is the lightest of all metals. (true)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

4. Mexico has the largest population of any Latin Àmerican
country. ( false )

lcertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertain].y Truel

5. Between 1917 and 1919 a world influenza epidenic killed
nearly a million people. (ratse)

lcertainly ralse] -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truel

6. Irving Berlin t¡rote the song called "Oh how I hate to get
up in the morning". (true)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lcertainly True]

7. The adult human body has some 200 miLes of blood vessels.(¡'aIse)

[Certainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

8. croups of ants can cross streams by Iinking bodies and
swimming. ( true )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4 [CertainJ-y True]

9. The Bible has been banned more frequently through history
than any other book. (true)

[Certainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

10. Dr. David Livingston was opposed to the slave trade in
Àfrica. (True)
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lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

11. Tin is the traditional gift associated with the first
wedding anniversary. (raIse)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +f +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

12. It takes t¡vice as much fuel to move a ton of freight byrailroad as it does by truck. (nalse)

lCertainly Fatse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +l +2 +3 +4 [Certainly Truel

13. Fortune cookies originalty contained Bible passages.
( true )

lCertainly ¡'a1se] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

14. The green part of a sprouting potato is poisonous.
( rrue )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truel

15. The largest religious building in the world is Ang Kor
Wat in Cambodia. (true)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

16. The Àurora Borealis appears in the southern hemisphere.(raLse)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

17. The People's Republic of CHina was founded ín 1947.(¡'alse)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

18. Cairo, Egypt has a larger population than Chicago,
I ll inoi s. ( true )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

19. The capybara is the Largest of the marsupials. (F'aLse)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

20. The movie, "The Godfather", grossed nearly 50 million
dollars in its first year. (r'a1se)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]
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Section 3

FOR THE FOLLOWTNG 20 ITEMS, TRY TO ESTIMÀTE ÀS ACCURÀTELY ÀS
YOU CÀN THE ANSWER YOU BELIEVE YOU WOULD HAVE GIVEN IF WE
HÀD NOT INDICÀTED THE CORRECT ANSWER. THÀT IS, MARK THE
SCÀLE FOR EÀCH ITEM ÀS YOU BELIEVE YOU WOULD HÀVE MÀRKED IT
HAD YOU NOT BEEN TOLD THE CORRECT ANSWER,

1. London's Bobbies were named after British statesnan, Sir
Robert Pea1e. ( true )

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truel

2. The first modern Olympic games were held in Rome, Italy.(rarse)

[CertainJ.y False] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly true]
3. Rich women are more likely to get married than poor
women. (raIse)

[Certainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

4. Canada is the world's leading producer of silver. (True)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly Truel

9. the thigh bone is the longest bone in the human body.
( true )

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

6. The largest museurn in the world is the Louvre in paris.
(naIse)

lCertainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -'1 0 +1 +2 +g +4 [Certainly True]

7. À rock more than f0 inches in diameter ís calted a
boulder. ( true )

[Certainly ralse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [CertainJ.y True]

8. The Àtlantic Ocean is deeper on the average than thePacific. (¡'aIse)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainty True]

9. There are no doorknobs in Icel-and. (faIse)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ
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10. FemaLes commit suicide nore frequently than do males.
(FaIse )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

11. Ultra-violet radiation is capable of killing bacteria.
(rrue ) (ralse )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

12. The total population of Greenland is about 50,000.(true)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

13. Krypt.on is found naturally in crystalline form. (fa1se)

[Certainly natse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

14. The maximum life span of the chicken is about five
years. (raIse)

[Certainly Fatse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

15. The inner core of the earth is composed largely of
liquid metals. (FaIse)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +f +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

16, In 1973, tropical storm Àgnes caused 3.5 billion dollars
in darnage. (true)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

17. The largest dam in the world is in Pakistan. (True)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

18. The Indian Ocean is the smallest ocean on the earth.
( ralse )

[Certainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

19. ¡n the movie, "The Petrified Forest" Humphrey Bogart
plays a criminal. ( true )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truel

20. The minimum voting age in the USSR is 18. (True)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +f +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]
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In this section, I am interested in deternining your
understanding of the 'I-never-knew-that' effecÈ ãs it wasjust presented. You will be asked to rate a few morestatements. Some of these statements you have seenpreviously, some you have not. What I want you to do now isto rate these statements as you have been, except this timeI want you to purposely rate sorne of the statements as ifyou vrere under the influence of the 'I-never-knew-that'effect, and some as if you were not under the influence ofthe ' I -never-knew-that ' effect. Rétd the directions thatprecede each of the following staternents carefully, and rate
each statement according to those directions as bãst. you
can.
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Section 4

RATE THESE STATEMENTS ÀS A SUBJECT WOULD WHO WÀS UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF THE ' I -NEVER-KNEW-THAT' EFFECT.

1. The busiest airport in the world is Orty Àirport inParis. (false)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

2. Àustralia is approximately equal in area to the
continental United States. ( lrue )

lCertainly Fa]-sel -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainty Truel

3. The Scopes t!iaI, often referred to as the Monkey Trial,
took place in 1934. (¡'aIse)

lCertainty False] *4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly true]
4. In the world, there are more Roman CathoLics than there
are Mosl-ems. ( true )

lCertainly Fa1se] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

5. The equatorial radius of Mars is approximately equal to
that. of earth. (raIse)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

6. The origin of the term Hinduism is the Indian word for
1aw. ( True )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainJ.y truel
7. At temperatures close to absolute zero, the magneticproperties of many substances undergo change. (True)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

8. In chess the. queen is the only piece that can jump otherpieces. (raIse )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly Truel

9. The movie "Casablanca" won the Àcademy Àward for bestpicture in 1943. ( rrue )

lCertainly Fatse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

10. The New York Rangers last won the Stanley Cup in 1960.
( ¡atse )
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lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly True]

11. Coffee got its name fron the Ethiopian province ofKaffa. (true)

lCertainty False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

12. The maxinun duration of a solar eclipse is 17 minutes.(ralse)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]
'1 3. Ernest Hemingway received a Pulitzer prize for The Old
Man and the Sea. (True)

lCertainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

14. The stegosaurus had a brain which weighed up to 70
pounds. (nalse)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truel

15. Pele has scored more goals than any other professional
soccer player. ( rrue )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly Truel

16. Àntioch was a popular city in ancient traq. (ralse)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 O +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

17. Shintoism is the native retigion of Korea. (r.a1se)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

18. For unknown reasons alcoholics almost never go bald.
( true )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +g +4 lCertainly Truel

19. Fauvist art can be distinguished by its extremely muted
col-ors. (raIse)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

20. Blowing up a balloon is a good test for assessing thevital capacity of the lungs. (rrue)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]
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Section 5

RATE THESE STÀTEMENTS ÀS À SUBJECT WOULD WHO WÀS NOT UNDER
THE INFLUENCE OF THE ' I -NEVER-KNEW-THAT' EFFECT.

1. In Malaysia, if a man goes to jaiJ. for being drunk, his
wi fe goes too. (True)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

2. Ðiving did not become part of the Olympic program until1946. (naIse )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

3. Rocky Marciano was the only heavyweight champion ever to
retire vrithout losing a professional fight. (true)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truel

4. The second closest star to our solar system is kno¡,¡n as
Barnard's star.
lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertain).y Truel

5. World temperance day is celebrated each year on the first
Sunday in October. (false)

lCertainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainJ.y Truel

6. Denmark has the highest suicide rate of any country in
the worId. (na1se)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certain].y True]

7. The Panama canal is about 70 miJ.es long. (false)

lCertainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainJ.y Truel

8. Ðivorce is found only in technologically advanced
societies. (Fa1se )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

9. Pablo Picasso was the most prolific of all kno¡vn
pa inters. ( rrue )

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

10. Floyd Patterson was the youngest rnan to win the world
heavy weight boxing championship. (rrue)

lCertainly nalse] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]
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11. Babe Ruth has the highest lifetime batting average in
professional basebaII. ( ¡'a 1se )

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

12. erecipitation is very light in much of the Àrctic
region. ( true )

[Certainly ra]sel -4 -3 -Z -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly Truel

13. Marlon Brando has won the Àcademy Award for best actor
three times. (faIse)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +f +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truei

14. The SaIk polio vaccine was discovered in the 1940's.(rarse)

lCert.ainì.y False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

15. laughing sickness can be a fatal disease. (true)

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

16. High does of Vitarnin À can produce blurring of vision
and dizziness. ( True )

[Certainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly TrueJ

17. The Queen Elizabeth cup is awarded for the best show
horse at the Royal Int.ernational Horse Show. (True)

lcertain].y Falsel -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

18. Earth is the only planet in this solar system with one
moon. (True)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 [Certainly True]

19. In most eastern cultures, men adopt the women's family
folloning marriage. (naIse)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly TrueJ

20. The largest denomination of currency in circulation is
the 5000 doIIar bil1. (False)

lCertainly False] -4 -3 -2 -l 0 +1 +2 +3 +4 lCertainly Truel



Appendix C

POST-EXPERI MENTÀL OUESTI ONNAI RE

The results of an experiment are more meaningful to us if
we know what your ideas, thoughts and understandings of the
experiment were. Please answer each of the questions on the
following pages frankly and honestly. Please answer them in
their numbered order and þ not go on to the next question
until you have given an ansr,rer to the previous quesbion. Do
not go back to a question once you have started on the next
one. Remember, we want you to answer the questions as
accurately as you can.

1. what did you think the experimenter expected to find in
this s tudy ?

( Àware 33 Unaware 44

3. For those statements that you rated t.wice, how did you
think you h'ere expected to rate the second set of items as
compared with the first set?

( Àware 35 Unaware 41

2. What do you think the reason was
same i tems ?

Missing 3 )

for twice rating the

Missing 3 )

Missing 4 )

false, hor¡ did you think
set of items as

7 I 9 lCtoser to the

true, how did you think
set of items as

7 I 9 [Closer to the

( Àware 50 Unaware 37

4. For those statements labeLLed as
you were expected to rate the second
compared vith the first set?

lctoser to the extreme] 123456
mtddle I

(Y=+'a¿)
5. For those staternents labelled as
you were expected to rat.e the second
compared with the first set?

[Closer to the extrene] 123456
ml dclle I

- l1s -
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( Y = s.ol )

6. Did you find it more difficult to rate the statements on
which you were told the ans¡.¡ers than to rate those
statements that you were not told the answers for?

lNot at alll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 [very much so]

( u = s.s¿ )

7. What effect was being provided with the answer supposed
to hâve on your ratings?

( Àware 55 Unaware 20 Missing 5 )

a) Did it have that effect?
( Yes 59 No 15 t'lissing 6 )

8. Did you do anything to try to avoid the bias of having
been provided with the ansr¡ers to some of the items? If so,
¡rha t ?

( Yes 57 No 19 Missing 4 )
9. Did you feel that the answers to some of the statements
were not correct?

[Not at all] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 fvery much soJ

(u=¿.ee)
10. Ðid you think that rerating the same set of items twice
was a test of your honesty?

lNot at alll 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9 [very much soJ

( u = s.e )

11. Do you feel these items were designed to measure your
intelligence?

lHot at alll 1234567I9 [very much so]

( y = 3.13 )

Note: a. For items 1, 2, 3 and 7a, a response lras
classified as asare if judged to be
congruent with awareness as to the
purpose of the outcome feedback.

b. For items 4, 5,6,9, 10 and 11, the
mean values are reported.



Àppendix D

DEBRI EFI NG

The study you have participated in concerns the hindsight
bias. The hindsight bias is the tendency to misjudge the

extent one would have known the solution to a problem after
the solution is revealed. For instance, after being told
that the correct ansÌ{er to a test itern is'C', and having

mistakenly selected 'B', there is a tendency to believe one

shouLd have known to have picked the answer 'C'. The

present study explores three possibLe sources of the bias.
The bias may be lhe product of incorporating outcome

information into the knowledge previously possessed about

the topic. The bias may be the product of motivational
factors, such as a desire to appear to others to have known

the correct ansv¡er to the problem. The bias may be the

product of recognizing that the outcome information provided

is provided for a purpose, and altering the ratings given

accordingly. The bias may be the combination of all of

these f act.ors.

Àfter completing the personality measures, but prior to
rating items with the outcorne information provided, some of
you were told that our interest was in exploring what was

-117-
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termed the rKnew-it aIJ.-aJ-ong' ef fect, !he 'Never-knew-that'
effect, or you lrere not provided with a description of the

phenomenon. Furthernore, some of you were provided with a

more complete description of the bias than were others.
Àgain, our interest was in determining the extent to which

these instructions may influence the bias. Our interest lras

not in whether you knew the correct answers to the

statements. The statements were selected such that it would

be unlikely that you would know for certain the correct
solution to many of them.



Àppendix E

SIJMMÀRY OF ÀNOVÀS AND CELL MEÀNS, DEBIÀSING
PHÀSE



TabIe E-1

ANOVÀ Summary Table, Debiasing Phase I Dependent
Var iable True-Hypothet ical

Variable(s)

Set (s)

Direction (D)

order (o)

r,ength ( L )

SxD

SxL

SxO

DXL

DxO

LxO

SxDxL

SxDxO

SxLxO

LxOxD

S xDxLxO

3.19

.09

'f .34

.50

E,)

.03

.63

.05

.61

.06

.39

?a

,19

.34

2.70

.07 49

.7681

.247 9

.4821

.4728

.861 9

.4275

.8265

.4363

.8030

.5304

.37 67

.5655

.5606

.1016

Note: degrees of freedom for each test ¡vere l and 304.
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TabIe E-2

ANOVÀ Summary Table, Debiasing Phâse, Dependent
Variable FaI se-Hypothet ical

Variable(s)

set ( s )

Direction (D)

Order (O)

r,eng th (L)

SxD

SxL

SxO

DxL

DxO

LxO

S xDxL

S xDxO

S xLxO

LxOxD

S xÐxLxO

.98

.91

1 .30

. ¿¿

3.53

1.64

.00

1 .52

.45

1 .23

20

1 .23

.37

.79

.46

.3218

.3421

.2551

.6430

.061 1

.20og

.9687

.2179

.5043

.2684

. s349

.2684

.5453

.37 49

.6333

Note: degrees of freedom for each test were I and 304.



Table E-3

ANOVÀ Summary Table, Ðebiasing Phase,
Dependent Variable True-Memory

Variable(s)

Set ( S )

Pi rect ion (D)

order (o)

Length (L)

SxD

SxL

SxO

ÐxL

DxO

LxO

S xDxL

S xDxO

S xLxO

LxOxD

S xDx LxO

.73

1 .26

.32

.00

1 .75

.00

1.11

.02

.04

.05

.43

.43

1.02

.02

1 .58

.3928

.2626

. s713

.9911

.1870

.9911

.2919

.8852

,8329

.8156

.5125

.5125

,3127

.88s2

.2102

Note: degrees of freedom for each test were l and 304.



TabIe E-4

ÀNOvÀ Summary Table, Debiasing Phase r
Dependent Variable F al se-Memory

Variabte(s)

Set ( S )

Direction (D)

order (o)

Length (t)
SxD

SxL

SxO

DxL

DxO

LxO

S xDxL

S xDxO

SxLxO

LxOxD

S xDxLxO

9.94

.47

2.72

.07

2.15

,20

.03

.03

.61

.18

.21

o?

1 .12

2.09

.20

.0018

.4932

.0099

.7953

. 1440

.6566

.867 6

.8679

,4367

.6700

.6413

.3357

.2914

.1 491

.6s66

Note: degrees of freedom for each test r+ere l and 304.



Table E-5

Interaction Ce 11 Means for
of the Hindsight Bias,

the Four Measures
Debiasing Phase

Variables Hypothet.ical Memory

True False True False

Set x Direction
A Know

A Never

B KNOW

B Neve r

Set x Lenqth

À Compl-ete

À Shortened

B Complete

B Shortened

Set x Order

A H/M

A tL/H

B H/M

B tq/H

Direction x Lenath

Knere Complete

Knew Shortened

Never CompJ.ete

- .00 - .14

.14 -.09

.02 -.26

.01 -.40

.07 -.09

.07 -.14

-.03 -.38
,02 -.32

.08 -. 18

.05 -.05

-.03 -.38
.06 -.28

.01 -.20

.02 -.20

.08 -.23

.25

.34

,46

.+¿

.27

.32

.46

.48

.37

.21

.46

.43

-.86

- .64

-. 63

- .71

-,78

-.74

_ ?o

- .71

-.62

.34 -.78

.38 - .72

.34 -.60
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Never Shortened

Ðirection x Order

Knew H/M

xnew M/H

Never H/M

Never M/tt

Lenqth x Order

complete H/M

cornplete M/H

shortened H,/M

Shortened t't/H

S xDxL

À Knew Complete

À Krrew Shortened

A Never Complete

A Never Shortened

B Knew Complete

B Kner¡ Shortened

B Never Complete

B Never Shortened

S xDxO

À Knew H/M

À Knew M/H

A Never H/M

À Never M/H

B Knew H/M

B Knew M/H

-. 01 - .23

.03 -.17

.06 -.33

.08 -. 16

.03 -.25

.05 -.17

,02 -.30
.07 -.16

-.02 -.14
.02 -.14
. 16 -.04
.11 -.13
.04 -.25
.01 -.26

r-. 00 - .42

.03 -.38

,02 -.21

-.03 -.07
.14 -.14
.13 -.03

- ,04 -.25
.09 -.26

.42

.44

.28

.40

.36

.40

.28

.43

.36

.21

to

.33

.34

.46

.46

ttr

.50

.33

.18

.42

.25

.54

.38

-.74

-.ó¿

-. 68

-.69

-.65

- 1Q

-.60

-.73
_ 1a

_ o?

-.76

-.60

-. 68

-.59

-. 68

- ,61

-.80

-.88

-.84

-.70

-.58

-,75

-.52



B Never H/M

B Never M/H

SxLxO

À Complete H/M

A Complete M/H

À Shortened H/M

À Shortened t't/H

B Complete H/M

B Complete M/H

B Shortened H/M

B Shortened t"t/tt

DxLxO

Knew Comp H/M

Knew Comp lA,/H

Knew Short H/M

Knew Short M/H

Neve r Cornp tt/t't

Neve r Comp la/H

Never Short H/M

Never Short M/H

S xDxLxO

A Knew Comp H/'l

A Knew Conp l,,l/H

À Knew Short H/M

À Knew Short M/H

A Never Comp ftla
A Never Comp ¡t/U

.38 -.85

. 16 -.72

.37 -.74

.26 -.69

.41 -.72

.40 -.49

.50 -.72

.46 -.76

.40 -.93
,27 -.63
.47 -.71

,28 -.72
.39 -.53
.29 -.58
.40 -.75
.44 -,73

.23 -1 .04

.20 -.90

.43 -.74

. 15 -. t I

.54 -.66

.13 -.54

.11 -.17

.02 -.01

.05 -. 18

.09 -.10

-.05 -.33
.08 -.33

-. 01 - .42

.04 -.22

-.00 -.16

.02 -.23

-.01 - .29

.05 -.11

.07 -.35

.08 -.11

.06 -.31

.08 -.21

.00 -. 16

-.06 -. 1 1

.04 - .26

.00 -.03

.22 -. 18

.09 .09

.37

.48

-. 68

- 'ra

-. 01

.03

-. 51

-.29
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A Never Short H/M

À Never Short M/H

B Knew Comp H/M

B Kner¡ Conp M/H

B Knew short H/M

B Knew short M/H

B Never Comp u/u

B Never Conp u/u

B Never short H/M

B Never short M/H

.05 -. 10

.18 -.16

-.01 -.16

.09 -.34

-.07 -.33
.10 -.18

.08 -. 51

.08 -.32

.07 -.51

-. 01 - .26

.30

.38

.58

.34

.51

.41

.25

,46

¿q

.50

-.74

-.62

-.82

-.35

-.68

-. 68

-.b I

-.62

-.76

-.84



Appendix F

STJMMÀRY OF ANOVÀS AND CELL MEÀNS,
I NTENTI ONÀL-BI ÀS PHASE
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Table F-1

ANOVÀ Summary Table for the IntenLional-Bias Phase,
Dependent Variable True-Hypothetical-

Variable(s)

set ( s )

Direction (D)

order (o)

Length (L)

Understanding (u)

SxD

SxL

SxO

DxL

DxO

LxO

LxS

UXD

UxL

UxO

S xDxL

S xDxO

S xLxO

LxOxD

S xDxU

7 .39

44.06

.1't

.80

8.15

.48

.14

.35

.46

.00

.58

3.1s

90. 31

.76

.36

.16

.48

.24

.18

.0069

.0001

,7 387

.3716

.0016

.487 9

.7 087

.557 2

.4963

.9894

.447 1

.07 69

. 0001

.3837

.5511

.6889

.4879

.5572

.6216

.6686
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SxLxU

SxOxU

LxOxU

DxLxU

DxOxU

S xDxLxO

S xDxLxU

S xDxOxU

S xLxOxU

DxLxOxU

S xDxLxOxU

.0097

.1196

.1232

.1742

.2520

.0987

,5209

.5613

.0587

.4916

n?lo

6.77

1 .65

2.39

1 .86

1,32

2.74

.41

.34

3.60

.47

5.¿6

Note: degrees of freedom for each test were l and 304.
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Table F-2

ÀNOvÀ Summary Table for the Intentional-Bias Phase I
Dèpendent Variable Fal se-Hypothet ÍcaI

Variable(s) pF

Set ( s )

Ðirection (D)

order (o)

Length (L)

Understanding (U)

SxD

SxL

SxO

DxL

ÐxO

LxO

UxS

UxD

UxL

UxO

SxDxL

S xDxO

S xLxO

LxOxD

S xDxU

,25

'f 5.04

2.56

5. tt

?l

5.01

5.53

,37

.31

.00

.08

s1.73

.00

.21

1 .12

2.47

.80

.36

5. 09

.6143

. 0001

.1106

.0789

.5768

.0260

.0183

.5422

.57 87

.9892

.77 60

.5185

.0001

.9890

.6s03

.2911

.1 168

.3715

.5512

.0248
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SxLxU

SxOxU

LxOxU

DXLxU

DxOxU

SxDxLxO

SxDxLxU

SxDxOxU

SxLxOxU

DxLxOxU

SxDxLxOxU

.8907

.7209

.1617

.7835

.9343

.597 3

.9671

.2546

.4178

.5921

.5640

,02

.63

1.97

.08

.01

.28

.00

1 .30

,66

.29

.33

Note: degrees of freedom for each test were l and 304.



ANOVÀ Summary Table
Depe nde n t

Table F-3

for the InLentional-Bias Phase,
Variable True-Memory

Variable(s)

set ( S )

Di rect ion (D)

order (o)

Length (L)

Understanding (u)

SxD

SxL

SxO

DxL

DxO

LxO

UxS

UxD

UXL

UxO

SxDxL

S xDxO

S xLxO

LxOxD

S xÐxU

4.83

72.80

2 .11

2.83

46.74

2.23

13.91

2,27

2,56

2,78

13.91

67.43

.04

28.59

3.35

2.19

.46

.48

,0287

.000 f

.1477

.0936

.0001

.4727

.1367

.0002

.1332

. 1105

.0963

.0002

. 0001

.8427

.0001

.0680

.481 1

.1403

.4981

.487 6
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S xLxU

S xOxU

LxOxU

DxLxU

DxOxU

S xDxLxO

S xDxLxU

S xDxOxU

S xLxOxU

DxLxOxU

S xDxLxOxU

.7338

.0078

.017 1

.4700

.8650

.8283

.4195

.5903

,7877

.3216

.3355

.12

7 .19

5.75

.52

.03

.05

.65

.29

.07

oo

o2

Note: degrees of freedom for each test were l and 304.
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ÀNOVA Summary TabIe
Dependent

Table F-4

for the Intentional-Bias Phase,
Va r iabl-e FaI se-Memory

Variable(s) PF

Set (S)

Direction (D)

order (o)

Length (L)

Understanding (u)

SxD

SxL

SxO

DxL

DxO

LxO

UxS

UxD

UxL

UxO

S XDxL

S xÐxO

S xLxO

LxOxD

S xDxU

.97

52 .57

7 .65

3.73

19.01

.10

.02

12.s2

4 .59

1 .65

4.17

10.19

31.78

.98

14.54

'1 .9s

.54

.03

.58

.06

.2258

.0001

.0060

.0544

.0001

.7 462

.891 1

.0005

.0329

.2004

.0419

.0016

.0001

.3239

.0002

. 1640

.4629

.8617

,4479

.8099



SxLxU

SxOxU

LxOxU

DxLxU

DxOxU

SxÐxLxO

SxDxLxU

S xDxOxU

S xLxOxU

DxLxOxU

S xDxLxOxU

1 .24

11 .44

3 .47

.42

.47

6.65

.42

, ?o

.03

.01

.79

.2658

.0008

.0635

.5187

.4944

.0104

.5187

.1233

.8693

.939s

.3579

Note¡ degrees of freedom for each test were 4 and 301.
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Table F-5

CelL Means for the Four Measures of the
Hindsight Bias, Intentional-Bias Phase

Variables Hypothetical Memory

True False True Fa 1se

Set

A

B

Direction

Kn e¡{

Neve r

Lenqth

Compl e t e

Shor tened

Order

uypo/uen

t'tem/Hypo

Under stand i nq

Biased

Not Biased

SxD

À Kn or,¡

A Never

B Know

.74 -.74

.49 -.76

o? _ o2

.30 -.57

.57 -.67

.6s -.83

.63 -.69

.60 -.81

.75 -.73

.48 -.78

'1 .08 -1 .02

.40 -.46

.7 6 -.84

LL

.23

.73

-.06

.56

.46

.87

. t5

.26 -.41

.41 -.61

.40 -.65
,27 -.37

.65 -.73

.02 -.29

.79 -.94

.08 -.f8

.66 -.81



B Never

SxL

À Complete

A Shortened

B Complete

B Shortened

SxO

^ HAL

A M/H

B H/M

B t\/H

DxL

Knew Completè

Knew Shortened

Never Complete

Never Shortened

DxO

Knew H/u

Knew M7'H

Neve r H/t't

Never M/H

LxO

complete H/M

Complete M/H

Shortened H/t't

Shortened M/H

SxU

-.19

.43

.44

.09

.38

22

.54

- .47

-.00

.58

.87

-.07

-.05

-.11

- .46

-. 66

- .37

-.55

-.52

-. 60

-.78

-.15

- ao

-.86

.06

-.35

1) - OÊ

.73 -:80

.08 -. 35

-.20 .05

.40 -.45

.11 -.38

.40 -.85

.42 -.37

,21

.72

.76

.43

.73

.75

R2

.44

ol

ot

.23

.38

.94

.91

.32

)a

.62

.63

,67

- .69

- .71

- .57

_ otr

-.65

-.83

-.73

-.80

-.88
_ oa

- ,47

-.68

-.87

-.99

-.51

-.64

- .60

_ ?o

-.88
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A Biased

A Not Biased

B Biased

B Not. Biased

DxU

Knew Biased

Knew Not Biased

Never Biased

Never Not Biased

LxU

Complete Biased

Complete N. B.

Shortened Biased

Shortened N. B.

OxU

H/M B i ased

H/M Not Biased

u/u aiased

M/H Not Biased

S xDxL

A Knevr Complele

A Knew Shortened

À Never Complete

À Never Shortened

B Kner¡ Conplete

B Knew Shortened

B Never Complete

.80 - .75

.68 -.74

,69 -,71

.28 -.82

1.44 -1 .23

.40 -.63

.05 -.22

.56 -. 93

.67

,47

.82

.49

.74

.52

.76

.44

-.64

-.70

-.81

-.86

- .64

-.74

-.8 1

-.82

1.11 -1.13
'1 .06 -.92

.5¿ -.+ I

.47 -.51

.72 -.62

.81 -1.05

.13 -.52

1.40 -1 .37

.05 -.38

-.10 -.09

-.01 -.21

-.56 -. 68

.05 -.15

.74 -.78

.09 -.44

.60

.27

.70

-,23

-.62

-.50

-.84

-.08

.48

.32

.82

-.28

-. 68

-.o¿

-.78

.03

.80 -1.01

.79 -.87

.05 . 10

.10 -.46

.36 -.75

.96 -.86

-.18 .01
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B Never Shortened

SxDxO

A Knew H/M

À Knew M/H

À Never H/t't

A Never tu/n

B Knew H/t't

B Knew M/H

B Neve r H/t't

B Never M/H

SxLxO

A Complete H/M

A Complete M/H

A Shortened H/M

À shortened M/H

B comptete H/M

B Complete M/H

B Shortened H/M

B Shortened M/H

DxLxO

Knew Comp H/M

Knew Comp M/H

Knen Short H/M

Knew short M/H

Never Comp H/M

Neve r Comp M,/H

Never Short H/M

1 . 04 -.86
1 .'f 3 -1 . 18

.42 -,44

.38 -.48

.84 -.88

.69 -.80

.22 -.58

.20 -.79

11 _ 11

.66 -.83

.69 -.60

.84 -.83

.48 -.48

.37 -.66

.58 -.98

.sl -.93

.99 -.83

.84 - .92

.89 -.91

.98 -1 .06

.26 -. 36

.20 -.57

.38 -,66

.65 - .87

.94 -1.01

.01 -.17

.14 -.19

.79 -1 .02

. s3 -.59

.15 -.53

-.54 .30

.47 -.3f

.39 -.61

.19 -.74

.69 -. s9

22 _ qO

-. rb -. tþ

.61 -.96

.15 -.14

,62 -.82
.54 -. 95

.82 -1.08

.93 -.65

.18 -.08

-.31 .19

-.02 -.62

-,24
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Never Short M/H

S xDxU

À Knew Biased

A Kneh' N. B.

À Never Biased

À Never N. B.

B Knew Biased

B Knew N.8.

B Never Biased

B Never N. B.

SxLxU

À Cornp Biased

À Complete N.B.

A Short Biased

A Short N. B.

B Comp Biased

B Complete N.B.

B Short Biased

B Short N. B.

SxOxU

A H/M Biased

À H,/M Not Biased

À M/H Biased

A M/H N.B.

B H/M Biased

B H/M N.B.

B M/H Biased

.37 -.70

1 .55 -1 .25

.62 -.80

.05 -,24

.7 4 -.68
1 .34 -1 .21

.19 -.46

.04 - ,20

.37 -1 ,17

.85 -.77

.58 -.77

.76 -.72

.77 -,70

.49 -.52

.36 -.62

.89 -.89

.20 -1.01

.71 -.65

.74 -.65

.89 -.84

.61 -,82

.76 -.64

.29 -,82

.62 -,78

.08 .08

1 .35 -1 .29

.24 -.59

-. 15 .05

. 31 -.41

1 .46 -1 .45

-.14 -.17

-.05 -.22

-.33 -.01

,26 -.40
.60 -.73
.29 -.60

.53 -.85

-.36 . 1 '1

.87 -.82

-.11 -.28

,37 -.56

.29 -.48

.82 -. 68

.26 -,52

.59 -.80

.36 -.76

.82 -.88
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B M/H N.B.

LxOxU

Conp u/u B iased

cornp H/M N.B.

Comp t't,/H Biased

comp M/H N.B.

Short H/M B iased

short H/M N.B.

Short M/H Biased

Short M/H N.B.

Dx LxU

Knew Comp Bias

Knew Comp N. B.

Knew Short Bias

Knew Short N. B.

Never Comp Bias

Never Comp N. B.

Never Short Bias

Never Short N. B.

short M/H N.B.

DxOxU

Knew H/M Bias

Knen H/M N. B.

Knew M/H Bias

Knew M/H N. B.

Never H/M Bias

Never H/M N. B.

.26 .81

.76 -.61

.49 -.58

. 58 -.68

.46 -.82

.72 -.68

.55 -.90

.93 - ,94

.42 -.82

1 .34 -1 .16

.48 -. 59

1 .55 -1 .30

.32 -.67

-.05 -. 1 3

.46 *.81

.10 -.32

.65 -1 .04

.42 -.82

1.48 -1.15

.40 -.58
1.41 -1.31

.41 -.68

-.01 -.14

,64 -.89

.58 -.62

.22 -.28

.55 -.74

-.32 -.01

.38 -.74
,42 -.96

1 .09 -.82

-.24 .08

1 .22 -1 .40

-.06 -.37
1.59 -1.34

. 16 -.38

-.09 .03

-.04 -.08

-.1¿ -.¿t

.02 -.49

-.24 .08

1,17 -1 .22

.27 -.67
1.64 -1 .52

-.17 -.08

-.21 -.14

.37 -.56
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Never M/H Bias

Never M/H N.B.

S xDxLxO

À Knew Conp u/u

A Knew Conp u/u

À Knew Short H/M

À Knew Short M/H

À Neve r Comp ft/u

À Never Comp tu/n

À Never Short H/t't

A Never Short M/H

B Kne!¡ Conp n/U

B Knew Comp M,/H

B Knew Short tt/t"t

B Knew short M/H

B Never Comp H/t't

B Neve r Comp ¡lrlH

B Never Short H/M

B Never Short M/H

S xDxLxU

A Kner,¡ Comp Bias

A Kner¡ Comp N. B.

À Knew Shrt Bias

À Knelr Shrt N. B.

A Never Comp Bias

À Never Comp N. B.

A Never Shrt Biãs

.10 -.31

.47 -.96

1.07 -1.04

1.14 -1 ,21

1.00 -.68
1 .11 -1 .16

.46 -.37

.18 -.45
,37 -.5 f

.57 -.50

.90 -.61

.53 -.64

.78 -1 .14

.84 -.96

.0s -.36

.22 -.68

.38 -.81

. 18 -.90

t.b¿ - t.J4

.60 - .92

1.48 -1 ,17

.63 -.67

.08 - ,20

.57 -.63

.03 -.28

.78 -.67

.82 -1 .36

.52 -1.08

1 .06 -.6s
.16 .05

-.05 .14

-.13 -.39
.33 -. s3

.46 -.97

.26 -.54
1 .12 -1 .08

.79 -.64

. ¿ t -. ¿¿

-.58 .24

.09 *.84

-. 50 -.36

1.30 -1.36

.31 -.67
1.40 -1 .22

. t I -.þ I

-. 10 .33

.21 -. 13

-.20 -.24

-.00

-.39

.04

. t5
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À Never Shrt N. B.

I Knew Comp Bias

B Knew Comp N. B.

B Knew Shrt Bias

B Knew Shrt N. B.

B Nvr Comp Bias

B Nvr Comp N. B.

B Nvr Shrt Bias

B Nvr Shrt N. B.

S xDxOxU

A Knew n/U nias

A KneH H/M N. B.

À Knew lA/U nias

A Knew MrlH N.B.

A Nvr H/M Bias

A NVT H/M N. B.

À Nvr M/H Bias

À Nvr M/H N. B.

B Knew H/M Bias

B Knew H/M N. B.

B Knew u/u nias

B Knew M/H N. B.

B Nvr H/M Bias

B Nvr H/M N.B.

B Nvr M/H Biãs

B Nvr M/H N.B.

S xLxOxU

.92 -.73

1 ,07 -,99

.36 -.26
1 .61 -1 .44

.0'1 -.67

-.09 -.06
.36 -.98

11 _ 2t

.38 -1.36

1.45 -1.04

.63 -.69
1.65 -1 .47

.61 -.91

-.03 -.27
.86 -.62
.13 -.21

.62 -.74
1 ,52 -1 .27

. 16 -.48
1.16 -1 .16

.21 -.44

.01 -.01

.42 -1.16

.08 -.40

,32 -1 . 18

.40 -.68
1.14 -1 .44

-.42 -.07
1 .78 -1 .46

.14 -.26
-.07 -.26
-.29 .29

-.03 -.18

-.36 -.30

1.07 -1.09

.23 -.66
'1 .63 -1 .49

,26 -.52

- .32 -.03
.34 -. 31

.01 .12

.27 -.51

1.27 -1.35

.31 -.69
1 .65 -1 .55

-. s9 .36

-.09 -.24

.40 -.82

-.01 -.20

-1.06 .81



À Cornp H/M Bias

À Comp H/u N.a.

À Comp tu/u nias

À Comp v/u N.n.

A shrt H/M Bias

A shrt u,^t N.r.

À shrt u/u nías

A Shrt u,/u x. r.
B comp u/u zías

B comp u,Áa N.a.

B comp t'/u nias

B comp u/H H.a.

B Shrt u/u aías

B Shr! H/tu N.n.

B Shrt t'/H aias

B Shrt u,/u w.n.

DxLxOxU

Knw cnp u/tu nias

Kñw Cmp H/a l.n.
Kne Cmp tu/H aias

Knw Cmp t/u N.n.

Knw St u/tr aias

KnH st HrlM N.B.

Knw St u/H aias

Knw St u/u N. n.

Nvr Cmp H/r'a aias

Nvr Cmp H/M N.B.

.96 -.80

.57 -.62

.73 -.73

.60 -.93

.46 -.50

.92 -.69
1 .05 -.95
.63 -.71

.56 -.43

.40 -.54

.43 -.62

.32 -.70
o? _ atr

.19 -1 . 10

.82 -.94

.20 -.93

'1 .48 -1.14

.50 -.52
1.21 -1 .19

,47 -.66
1.49 -1 .17

.29 -. 65

1 .60 -1 .43

.3s -.69

.04 -. 09

.47 -.64

.63 -.42

.30 -.19

. s5 -.60

.22 -. 61

.11 -.70

.27 -.77
1 .08 -.76
.30 -.42

.52 -.82

.15 -.37

.54 -.88

-.86 . s8

.65 -.78

.56 -1 .14

1 .09 -.87

-.79 .58

1 .09 -1 .20

.15 -.44
1.34 -1.60

-.26 -.30
1.25 -1 .25

.39 -.91

1 .93 -1 .44

-. 08 .14

.06 -.04

.30 -.12
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Nvr cmp M,/H Bias

Nvr Cmp t'/u N. n.

Nvr St HAq Bías

Nvr st H/M N.B.

Nvr st M/H Bias

NVr St M,/H N. B.

SxDxLxOxI

À Knw Cmp HAI Bs

A KnÌr cmp HrlM NB

À Knw Cmp lL/H Bs

A Knlr cmp M,/H NB

À Knw Cmp HA'l Bs

À Knw St H/M NB

À Knw St lL/H Bs

A Knw St M/H NB

À Nvr cmp H/M Bs

À Nvr cmp H,/M NB

À Nvr Cnp Yt/H Bs

À Nvr Cnp MrlH NB

À Nvr St H/l¿t Bs

À Nvr st H/M NB

À Nvr S t lL/H Bs

A NVT St M,/H NB

B Knw Cmp H/14 Bs

B Knw cmp H/M NB

B Knw Cmp Yt/H Bs

B KnH Cmp M/H NB

-.05 -.16
.46 -.97

-.06 -.18

.82 -1.14

.26 -.45

.49 -.95

1 .57 -1 .25

.58 -.84
1.67 -1 .42

.62 -1.00
1 .34 -.82

,67 -.54
1 .63 -1 .51

.59 -.82

.36 -.35

.56 -.40

-.20 -.04

.57 -.87

- .41 -. 18

1.16 -.85
.47 -.38
.67 -.62

1 .39 -1 .03

.42 -.20

.76 -.96

.31 -.32

-.24 .11

-.38 .27

-.48 - .23

.44 -1.01

.24 -.19

-.40 .02

1 ,17 -.92
.39 -.42

1.42 -1.80

.23 -.92

.97 -1 .27

,07 -.89
1.84 -1.18

.28 -. 13

. 10 .07

.21 .04

-.31 .60

.¿t -.J I

-.t+ -. ìJ

.48 -.66

. 33 -.35

.33 -.71

1.01 -1.48

-.09 -.46
1.27 -1.40

-.75 .31
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B Knr¡ Cnp HAq Bs

B Knw St H,/M NB

B Knw st u/n zs

B Knr¡ St u/H Na

B Nvr Cmp ts/u zs

B Nvr Cmp tt/t'l Nn

B Nvr Cmp M/H Bs

B Nvr Cmp t/¡r Ng

B Nvr St u/u Zs

B NvT ST H/M NB

B Nvr St M/H Bs

B Nvr St MrlH NB

1 .65 -1 .52

-.09 -.77
1.s8 -1.35

. 11 -.57

-.27 .17

.38 -.89

. 10 -.29

.34 -1 .08

.30 -.19

.47 -1.43

.06 -.52

.30 -1 .29

1 .53 -1 .23

.72 -.93
2.03 -1 .70

-.44 .41

.u5 -. tb

.39 -.28

-. 18 -.37

-.98 .86

-.22 -.33
.41 -1.36

.15 -.04

-1 .14 .76



Àppendix G

OTHER RESULTS FROM THE I NTENTI ONÀL-B I AS PHÀSE

À nunber of results from the Intentional-Bias phase were

not of central inportance to the hypotheses of the present

study. For archival purposes, these effects are presented

here. À significant nultivariate main effect nas found for

Order ( F (4,301)= 4.07, Þ <.003). Examination of the

associated univariates finds that only with FM was

significance attained. For the rhypothetical then nenory'

order, t.he mean score was -.65, for the 'memory then

hypothetical' order, -.37. While this suggests a stronger

hindsight bias for the former, the mean scores for both were

significantly different from zeto ( p <.0001).

A significant multivariate main effect was found for Set

( F (4,301)= 3.35, p <.0106). Univariates were significant
for TH and TM. For true labelled statements, a much

stronger bias was found for 'Iist A'.

A significant multivariate interaction was found for
Order by Set ( F (4,301)= 5.88, p <.0001). Univariates

reveal that this effect was present with memory scores.

within the 'memory then hypothetical' order for TM, subjects

who received '1ist A' prior to the personality measures

- 148 -
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produced a stronger bias ( p <.05) than those subjects who

received 'Iist B'. For FM, subjects Hho received 'list B'

produced a Iarger bias with the 'hypothetical then memoryr

order than with the 'memory then hypothetical' order ( p

<.01).

Order by Length generated a significant multivariate
interaction ( F (4,301)= 2,71, g <.03). The only significant
univariate vias for FM. Examining celI neans, one finds that

subjects who received 'shortened' instructions produced a

stronger bias with the 'hypothetical then memory' order ( p

<.01).

Understanding by Se! was a significant multivariate
interaction ( n (¿,301)= 6.68, p <.0001). Univariates were

significant for TM and FM. For both TM and FM, a significant
bias was found with 'biased' instructions but the difference

over 'not biased' instructions was significant only with

list B ( p ..001). For TM, 'not biased' instructions
produced a larger bias wilh list A ( p <.01).

Understanding by Order was a significant multivariate
interaction ( F (4,301)= 10.27, p <.0001), reflected in

univariates significant with memory scores. For both TM and

FM, subjects who rated memory scored statements first
produced a much stronger bias under 'biased' instructions (

p <.001). In addition, a much greater bias was found for the
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'not biased' condition rrith the 'hypothetical then memory'

order ( p <.01 ) .

A significant 3-way multivariate interaction was found

for understanding by Length by set ( r (¿,301)= 2.69, p

<.03). This interaction was found only rrith TH. Examining

celI means reveals that the 'shortened', 'not biased' and

'list B'ce11 appears to be the source of this interaction (

p <.05).

A second 3-way interaclion was found for Understanding by

Set by by order ( F (4,301)= 6.06, p <.0001). rhis 3*way

interaction was found with memory scores. For TM, this
interaction can be attributed to the 'noÈ biased', 'Iist B'

and 'memory then hypothetical' celt ( p..001). The same

cell but for 'list Àr rather than for 'list Br is the source

of the interaction for FM ( p <.001).

À significant muLtivariate Direction by Length

intera.ction was found ( F (4,301)=2.42, p <.05), but with a

significant univariate for FM only. Subjects assigned to

'complete' instructions produced a larger bias with

'knew-it-a11-aJ.ong' over'never-knew-that' instructions ( p

<.001).

FinaIJ.y, a significant 4-r+ay multivariate interaction was

detected ( E (4,301)=3,26, p <.01). Independent variables

involved r{ere Set, Direction, Length, ând Understanding. The
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significant univariate lras FM. For 'completer instructions,
a much larger hindsight bias was found for 'rerating'
instructions with 'Iist À' than with '1ist B' ( p <.05),

¡rhile biased instructions did not change. Ratings for

'knew' /' biased' differed significantly from 'knew'/'not
biased' for 'list À', and from 'not biased'/'never' ( p

<.01), 'biased',/'never' ( p..01), and 'not biased'/'knew' (

p <.001). r'or 'shortened' instructions, a similar pattern

was found. For 'Iist À', 'knew'/'not biased' differed from

'knew'/' biased' and for 'l-ist B', from 'knew'/'not
biased' ,'never'/'not biased' and 'never'/'biased' ( p <.01).



STATISTICS FOR

Appendix H

THE PERSONALITY MEÀSURES
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TabIe H-1

Backward Elimination Procedure for
True-Hypothet ical Scores,
No Instruction Subj ec t s

Variable Partial Sum Beta I Pof Squares We i ght

ÀIL variables included in the model, $ square = .0836

M.C. 2.8145 .0192 5.68 .02

T.S.B.I. .1730 .0010 .03 .8522

s.M. .8301 -.016f 1.68 .1998

Variable T.S.B.I. Removed, R square = .0831

M.C. 2.8511 -.0192 s.84 .0183

s.M. .8131 -.0157 1.67 .2012

Variable S.M. Removed, ! sguare = .0607

M.c. 2.1970 .0161 4.46 .0384

Note: 12 observations deleted due ho missing values
M.C. = Marlowe-Crowne ScaIe
T.S.B.I. = Texas Social Behavior Inventory
S.M. = Sel f -rnon i toring Scale
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Table H-2

Backward EI imination Procedure for
False-Hypothet ical Scores,
No I nstruct ion Subjects

Variable Partial Sum Beta F Þ
of Squares We i ght

Àl-1 variables included in the model, R square = .0895

M.C. .0319 -.0020 .04 .8455

r.s.B.r. 5.3283 -.0192 6.39 .0138

s.M. .4962 .0124 .60 .4431

Variable M.C. Removed, R square = .0890

r.s.B.r. 5.3969 -.0193 6.57 .0126

s.M. .4653 .0115 .57 .4544

Variable S.M. Removed, $ square = .0814

r. s. B. r . 4 .9937 - .0182 6.12 . 01 59

Note: 12 observations deLeted due to missing values.
M. c. = Marlowe-crowne scale
T.S.B.I. = Texas SociaI Behavior Inventory
S.M. = Self-monitoring sca Ie
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Table H-3

Backward Elirnination Procedure for
True-Memory Scores,

No I nstruct ion Subjects

Variable Partial Sum Beta F P
of Squares We i ght

À1I variables included in the model, R square = .0408

M.C. .0468 .002s .15 .6982

r.s.B.r. .0112 .0009 .04 .8491

s.M. .8609 -.0166 2.79 .0996

Variable T.S.B.I. Removedr R sguare = .0402

M.C. .0497 .0025 . 16 .6873

s.M. .8510 -.0163 2.80 .0990

Variable S.M. Removed, $ sguare = .0379

M.c. .8047 -.0151 2.68 .1063

Note: 13 observations deleted due to missing values.
M. C. = MarIor¡e-Crowne scale
T.S.B.I. = Texas SociaI Behavior Inventory
S.M. = SeIf-monitor ing scale
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TabIe H-4

Bac kr¡a rd Elimination Procedure for
False-Hypothet. ical Scores,
No Instruction Subjects

VarÍable Partial Sum Beta F Þ
of Squares we i ght

ÀII variables included in Lhe model, ! square = .0455

M.C. .2160 .0053 1 .12 .2932

r.s.B.r. .0688 -.0022 .36 .5518

s.M. .4072 -.0114 2.12 .1505

Variable T.S.B.I. Removed, $ sguare = .0403

M.C. .2027 .0051 1.06 .306f

s. M. .4713 - .0121 2 .47 . 1 20 5

Variable M.C. Removed, R square = ,0251

s.M. . 333s -.0097 1 .75 . 1905

Note: 13 observations deleted due to missing values.
M. C. = Marlowe-Croçne scale
T.S.B.I. = Texas Social Behavior Inventory
S.M. = SeIf-monitoring scale



Table H-5

Summary Statistics for the Personality Measures
No Instruction Subj ec t s

Variable U var Range

M.C. 103.48 135.98 51-125

r.s.B.r. 90.85 206.13 60-127

s.M. 54.71 52.01 38-71

Note3 M.C. = Marlowe-Crowne scale
T.S.B.I. = Texas Social Behavior Inventory
S.M, = Self-monitoring scale



Table H-6

Backward Elimination Procedure f or
True-Hypothe t i ca I Scores,

Debiasing Subsample

158

Variable Partial Sum Beta I g
of Squares We i ght

ÀLI variables included in the model, R square = .O426

M.C. .0622 .0032 .14 .7118

T.S.B.r. .3460 .0053 .77 .3847

s. M. . 9866 - .0223 2 ,19 .1445

Variable M.C. Removed, R square = .0404

r.s.B.r. .3309 .0052 .74 .3918

s.M. .9253 -.0210 2.08 .1544

Variable T.S.B.I. Renoved, R square = .0285

s.M. .7927 -.0193 1.79 .1859

Note: 18 observations deleted due to missing values
M.C. = Marlowe-Crowne Sca Ie
T.S.B.I. = Texas Social Behavior Inventory
S.M. = SeIf-monitoring Sca le
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Table H-7

Backward Elimination Procedure for
FaIse-Hypothetical Sc o res 'Debiasing Subsample

Variable Partial Sum Bet.a I Pof Squares we i ght

À11 variables included in the model, R square = .O617

M.c. .1547 .0051 .34 .5622

r.s.B.r. 1.5284 .0111 3.36 .0719

s.M. .0099 ,0c22 .02 .8831

Variable S.M. Removed, R square = .0614

r.s.B.l. 1.6004 .0113 3.57 .0635

M. C. . 181 5 . 0054 ,41 .5267

Variable M.C. Removed, ! square = .0551

r.s.B.r. 1.57s8 .0112 3.55 .0642

Note: 18 observations deleted due to missing values.
M.C.= Marlowe-crowne scale
T.S.B.I. = Texas Social- Behavior Inventory
s.M. = SeIf-moniboring sca le
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Table H-8

Backward El imi nat ion Procedure for
True-Memory Scores,
Debiasing Subsample

VariabÌe Partial Sum Beta E p
of Squares we i ght

ÀIl variables included in the mode1, B square = .0258

M.C. .0102 -.0013 .05 .8264

T. S. B. r . . 31 04 -. 0050 1 . 48 .2287

s.M. .0435 .0047 .21 .6506

Variable M.C. Removed, $ square = .0250

r.s.B.r. .3050 -.00s0 1.48 .2289

s.M. .0364 ,0042 .18 .6759

Variable S.M. Removed, I square = .0221

r.s.B.r. .2818 -.0047 1.38 .2440

Note: 18 observations deleted due to missing values.
M. C, = MarloHe-Crowne scale
T.S.B.I. = Texas Social Behavior Inventory
S.M. = Self-moni!oring scale
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Table H-9

Backward Elimination Procedure for
FaIse-Memory Scores 

'Debiasing Subsample

Variable Partial Sun Beta I Pof Squares we i ght

À11 variables included in the model, B square = .0531

M.C. .0568 *.0031 .21 .6456

r.s.B.r. .3133 .0050 1.18 .2822

s.M. .4263 .0146 1.60 .2105

Variable M.C. Removed, I square = .0496

T.S.B.r. .3294 .0052 1.25 .2671

s. M. .3786 . 01 3 5 1 .44 .2345

Variable T.S.B.I. Removed' R square = .0298

s.M. .4933 .0152 1.87 .1764

Note: 18 observations deleted due to missing values.
M. C. = Marlowe-Crowne scale
T.S.B.I. = Texas Soc ial Behavior Inventory
S.M. = self-monitoring sca 1e



Table H- 10

Summary Statistics for the Personality Measures'
Ðebiasing Subsample

Var iable M var Range

M.C. 102.13 110.04 70-135

r.s.B.r. 98.73 189.06 71-121

s.M. 53.97 33.41 43-68

Note! M.C. = Marlowe-Crowne scale
T.S.B,I. = Texas Social Behavior Inventory
S.M. = Self-nonitoring sca Ie


